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INTRODUCTION 

* 

Among diverse possible emergencies and incidents invofving industrial releases, the 
most sexious threat to the environment and public are accidental and industrial releases d 
hazardous materials into the atmosphere, Firstly, pllutants transport in the atmosphere 
involves processes so much dynamic, that these releases generally have immediate impacts. 
Secondly, atmospheric releases cause pollution of the ground air layer and underlying 
surface (i.e. soil, water, vegetation), thus resulting directly in the environmental 
pollution and high risks of hostile materials intake by the human body and animals. 

In t.urn, of atmospheric releases the most hazardous are technogenic type effluents of 
radioactive mat.eria1s (RM) resultmg from events such as nuclear tests, nuclear weapons 
w reactor amide&, authorized and unauthorized releases from nuclear power stations 

Unfortunately, today it is virtually impossible to conduct directly RM atmospheric 
releasing experiments because of highly negative response of the public whatever adequate 
envirmental  safety measures might be provided with their efficiency proved. Far 
previous accidents involving RM release, it was not a frequent possibility to c r d b l y  
characterize the source of release, at.mospheric and terrain conditions a t  the accident time, 
and also the dynamics and general pattern of pollutants. This all makes invaluable the 
results of earlier methodological experjmmts using RM; and thus, what is extremely 
topical is the comparison of these expimental data with the calculations, and verification 
of numerical techniques as required. 

It is the key goal of this work under Task Order 006 t o  make a comparison between 
the data calculated using VNIIEF-developed thearetical models and numerical techniques 
and those available in literature, and also LANL-furnished experimental data on industrial 
and accidental releases into the atmosphere. We have chosen to describe and discuss the 
following experiments; 

Expmiments to simulate accjdental RM release into the atmosphere following 
dummy nuclear warhead explosions in the open ground and RM (plutanium, uranium) 
combustion in fire. 

Experiments to study and simulate industrial releases of chemically toxic materials 
through ducts. 

Section 1 of this report is essentially a summary. I t  describes a general 
understanding of physical pbenomena contributing to the formation and transport of 
industrial and accideatal releases, and also includes the list and deswiptions of the 
numerical t.ec.bniques used. Section 2 will give a more detailed description of the numesjcal 
techniques and their rasulting updating and adaptation in te rms of Task Order 006. The 
following informations are given for each numerical technique described in Section 2: 

iNps). 

technique description; 
technique updating to Task Order 006; 

e technique applications €or the purpose of Task Order 006; 
metliodological or verification calculations and results. 

Section 3 will summarize expesimeatal data. While the details of the above- 
mentioned experiments can not be all simulated numerically, the analytical study has been 
made to pick the results either used as input data for calculations, or subject to 
comparisons with numerical data. The experiments are arbitrarily broken down into groups 
accounting for certain accidental and industrial release conditions. Each @OUp has the 
following information described thereon: 

experiment description; 
e most critical expimental data; 

possible use of the results for comparison with the calculations. 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT CONDITIONS WHOSE 

CONSEQUENCES ARE TO BE REPRESENTED 
BY THE MODELS DEVELOPED 

1.1. Accident explosion cunditions. 
An accident explosion involving dispersion of RMs contained in a nuclear weapon 

(NW) may be caused by abnormal environments such as lightning stroke, ignition and the 
following detonation of high explosives (HE) in fire, HE impacted by falllng N W ,  and 
also unauthorized personnel activities or sabotage. 

Open-ground NW accident explosion represents the most dangerous threat such as 
ground contamination by dispersed RM. Nuclear yield is virtually impossible far this 
accident explosion. so we are not going to take jt into consideration. Three phases of the 
accident explosion evolution can be distinguished. For the first and most dynamic one, 
there occur both initial distribution of RM in space and size distribution of primary RM 
particles (particles' spectrum). In the second, or intermediate phase, there forms a 
dynamic distributed source of particles as a result of the explosion cloud uprising with soil 
particles of the underlying surface entrapped thereinto. The final, third phase, has RM 
particles transported be directed atmospheric flows, particulate cloud dissipated by 
atmospheric turbulent diffusion, and  particle^ deposited in the gravitation field 
(sedimentatjon). 

Phase a S' 
When HE detonates, a part of its energy goes into the internal RM energy of a 

nuclear weapon, thereby causing RM partly to vaporize and melt. This is followed by RM 
expansion which results in their dispersion into fine particles (aerosols) due to the 
following phenomena: 

- RM vapor condenses to  form submicron-size aerosols; 
- R M  liquid phase disintegrates into droplets of - 1pn-i size typically; 
- RM solid phase disintegrates into fragments of millimeters' size. 

Explosion products (EP) expansion is retarded due to energy transmission to the 
surroundmg air, so for HE energy E - (lO&SOOO) MJ the EP pressure would become 
equal t o  the atmospheric oyer the time 40.1-1) s [I] .  Along with that, the EP cloud 
stabilizes to have lower density and higher temperature -lOOO°C, and radius R - (5-201 
m. Fine particles smaller than -1Opm undergo abrupt deceleration in the EP cloud and 
then almost completely follow the way gases move within the cloud. Larger fragments of - 
lmm size escape from the EP cloud a t  several kilometers per second velocity, decelerate, 
p a d d y  burn and further fragmentize, thereby forming a secondary cloud of very fine RM 
aerosols with typical radius -(100-S00)m. 

Thus, following the first phase of accident explosion a fraction of RM (up  to 30%) 
falls out as larger fragments in the local vicinity t o  the explosion paint. The rest of RM 
exist as finer RM particles in the primary cloud of hot EP (R - 5-20m1, and additionally 
form a secondary RM cloud (R - 100-500 m) due to larger fragments' combustion. There 
are no data available on the distribution balance of RM aerosols between the primary and 
secondary clouds. The. redominant chemical farm of RM existing in aerosols is dioxides 

atmosphere not disturbed by the accident explosion (clearly, excludmg the cases where 
explosion is followed by a large-scale fire) and later the transport of RM particles within 
this cloud depends on the atmospheric behaviors (see phase 3 of the accident explosion). 

Quantitative description of any conditions existing in the first phase of explosion 
accident is beyond the purposes of Task Order 006, however, the above given general 
description may help perform the analysis of experimental data and properly specify the 
initial characteristics of the source of RM particles. 

Phase 2 of the accident expiosion 
Phase I is followed by a hot cloud of low-density EPs ascending in the atmosphere 

due to  Archemedes buoyant force, a t  about 10 m/s velocities; as the cloud is ascending it 

having about llg/cm s density. The secondary cloud of RM particles is located in the 
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produces a toroidal vortex ring (TVR) and forms a field of flows that draws into the cloud 
the sail particles from the ground air layer and the underlying surface, RM particles 
precipitate on the entrapped soil particles in the cloud to  form composite particles through 
b h r y  collisions, or coagulation. These particles represent a c mplex pattern both 

distribution is ranging broadly within d - (0.1-1OOO)pm (21 (where d is the equivalent 
aerodtynatnc diameter, i.e. calculated diameter for w 'ch the measured sedimentation 

specGwn sediment more rapidly and thus have time to  fall out on the ground during the 
EP cloud ascension. Small size fraction rises up with the EP cloud, and when the cloud 
has become stabilized in altitude it is to set the contamination pattern of the ground a t  
distances -(10-100)km from the explosion location. 

There is a specific feature in accident explosions having the abovementioned 
esergies E - (1OO-SOOO)MJ, which lies in that turbulent fluctuations in the ground air 
layer have speclfic energies comparable t o  EP energies. As a resuit, atmospheric turbulence 
phenomena substantially contribute to the cloud ascension dynamics and diffusion in the 
ahsphere.  Eventually, oyer the time of several minutes the EP cloud (together with the 
RM particles it carries) slows down and stabilizes a t  an altitude of hundreds of meten 
haying characteristic size of tens to  hundreds of meters. The cloud stabilization in altitude 
ccmpletes the second phase of the accident explosion. 

Phase 3 of the accident explosion 
Following its stabilization, the primary EP-RM cloud, like the secondary RM cloud 

after phase 1, is subject to  atmospheric behaviors only. ?'he RM particle size distribution 
remains virtually the same, and the following conditions are dominating: 

morphoicgically and chemically, with density - (3-5) g / m  8 , and paxtjcle size 

velocity is related to  the particle density p = ig /m 9 1. The larger particles of the 

- RM particles are transported by directed atmospheric flows, 
- partjculate cloud dissipates due to  atmospheric turbulent diffusion, 
- particles sediment in the gravitation field. 

The final ground contamination pattern is formed in the times related to the distance from 
the explosion location. For kilometers' distance these times are around - 10 minutes, and 
a b u t  24 hours for hundreds of kilometers, These are about the same times for RM intake 
by the human body through inhalation, given the cloud traveling. These data will be 
addressed in more detail in the pertinent calculations. Later and long-term intake of RMs 
by the hunan body is due to  RMs being brought t o  the ground air layer by secondary dust 
erosion mechanisms, and this is what restricts one's access to  and operations directly in the 
contaminated area. 

1.2. RM cornbustion in fire and industrial release formation. 
Sources of rad ioa~t i~e  releases to  the atmosphere include radioactives combustion in 

fires that may possibly resdt from events such as nuclear weapons or power reactor 
accidents [1,2,3J 

Tes- for ignition and oxidation of fissile materials was conducted by field 
experiments and laboratory investigations [ 4 1. 

Uranium and plutonium easily adsorb oxyden to  form a thin oxide film an their 
surfaces. Oxygen diffusion through the oxide film when I t  is not torn off by air flow, is 
what determines the later oxidation rate. To describe the oxidation rate following the 
oxide film formation, the Arrhenius law is generally used: 

n, A and a are the canstants, 
R - universal gas constant, 
E - activation energy, 
T - temperature, 
p - pressure. 

Y 
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The kinetics of uranium and plutonium oxidation are well described in refs. [S,6]. 

Ref. (71 gives the Arrhenius law3 parameters that are used t o  calculate high - temperature 
oxidation of the scattering uranium and plutonium fragments. 

Initially, oxidation in pure and doped plutonium proceeds parabolicalIy ( n = 2 1. 
For later times representing fire enyironments, the reaction becomes near linear function of 
time. 

Ref. (71 reports, that the oxidation rate of scattering fragments increases by an 
order of magnitude or more when the heating temperature goes as high as the melting 
p i n t  and the oxide film is removed by the air flow, The oxidation rate in air proved 
virtually constant for all metals tested, and this indicates that. the process is dependent on 
the oxygen diffusion through the boundary layer rather than oxygen adsorption by metals. 
The oxidation rate value for a series of experiments was about 1720 mg/cm2nrin. as 
average. 

High pyrophoric capacity makes uranium, plutonium and their alloys self - heat 
with slow temperature growth [8,9,10]. Igmtion temperature depends on test sample 
shape and mass. Thick uranium samples ignite a t  - 600 ' C, OL - phase plutonium samples 
a t  L. 500 C, and for 6 - phase plutonium samples active heat release starts a t  - 400 C. 

During combustion, the oxide film tends to  crack and damage, while convective air 
flows s t i r  the oxide aerosols all through the space ~ 0 ~ e T e d  by the fire [ I 1  - 181. These 
aerosols may partly enter the environment. The most inporkant threat for the human 
health is plutonium aerosols of 5 10 p typical size, i.e. the so - called respirable size 
fraction. Aerosols resulting from uranium combustjon have average diameter smaller than 
for plutonium combustion. This observation is supported by laboratory and field 
measuremeats (Vixen A, 1959, Austraha). I t  has been shown by electxon microscopy 
investigations, #at larger particles have numerous finer partjcles an their surface. There 
were individual cases, where chain - like aerosol clusters were observed. The summarized 
d a b  from numerous measurements of plutonium size fractions transforming to respirable 
aerosols are described in [4]. As average, about 6.104 of the total mass goes into 
respirables. In some cases, respirable plutonim fraction in combustion is smaller than 10-5 
and, alternatively, is percents for other cases. The a h e  mentioned experiment Vixen A 
observed at  1% level far plutonium and -6% for uranium. 

Currently, there is no clear understanding of how different effects contribute to  
aerosof fraction percentage in fissile materials combustion, though some effects have been 
studied by laboratory experiments. For example, inert sand dust [13] existing during 
aerosol formation may reduce the amount of respirable material by a b u t  a factor of 5. 
Next, small inert material admixtures may also change both the combustion rate and 
aerosols percentage by an order of magnitude. The various effects contributing to  the 
amount of volatile aerosols need additional experimental study, t h i s  being illustrated by 
ref. [ICs]. 

The most hazardous for humans are ultrafine aerosols resulting from burning 
plutonium drops falling in the air [f3,iS,¶7]. These aerosols include chains of dtrasmall 
cubic particle crystals (4 - 1OOnm) and a few nearly spherical particles of 0.S pm size or 
smaller. They have active median aerodynamic diameter 1 - 2 juri and lugher solubiiity. As 
shown by experiments for various droplet sizes, 10 - 40% of plutonium and 20 - 60% of 
uranium go into aerosols during droplet combustion a t  - 2000 OC. Uranium and 
plutonium drops have different combustion behaviors. As the phtonium drop is failing, it 
is continuously losing the surface oxide while monotonously producing aerosols, their 
amount slightly increasing with the droplet explodmg towards the end of the reaction. As 
it is falling down, the uranium droplet increases in weight due to oxidation, and much less 
contributes to  aerosol producing from the surface than plutonium drop. Major amounts of 
aerosols produced are those by the droplet explosion. The experiments described used the 
methodology to investigate metal droplet combustion, as developed in [ 19, 203. 
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It can be concluded in general, that under extreme conditions about 10 to 40% 

plutanium (and 20-60% uranium) may go into respirable fraction. Combustion at  
temperatures 5 IOOO*C representative of common fires makes no more than 1% of 
plutonium, and 6% of uranium, go into respirable fraction. 

The works [ 1 ,2 3 were conducted to  simulate accident conditions for sodium - 
cooled reactors. A vessel of = 850 m3 volume was used to observe sodium oxide aerosol 
forming during the combustion of sodium heated up to  600 C. In this experiments, about 
22 - 26% of oxidized sodium went into aerosol fraction. 

The above information provides understanding of the earber development of the 
source of release with RM existing and burning in fire. The next stage is governed by the 
dynamics of combustion products jets forming and uprising and the flow dynamics in the 
fire area. The third stage is associated with the processes including atmospheric transport., 
turbulent diffusion and sedimentation of aerosols. 

Andher more common source of anthropogeneous pollution of the environment is 
indusGial releases to  the atmosphere [21,22]. Among the major pollution sources 
amja ted  with human activities is combation process which is basic in power and 
transportation industries. For example, coal combustion produces particles basically 
includmg carbon, silicon dioxide, alurninurn oxide, iron, sulphur and organic oxides. 
Gaseous effluents include sulphur dioxide, carbon oxide, hydrocarbons and iron oxides. 
Automobiles generate lead dioxide aerosols having very harmful effects on the human 
body. Poww and transport industries are responsible for abut 2/3 of the total aerosols 
resulting from human activities. 

Other aerosol sources include metal industries, where aerosols result from ore 
roasting and smelting productions and contain metal oxides. Constructinn materials 
production, partjcularly, cement industry have fine mined particles" dust produced. 
Various aerosols exist in process and vent duct wastes, and chemical industries. 

Industrial releases, followed by pollutants transport by winds may be significantly 
contributed by chemical reactions and interaction physics. Gases may react 
photochemically, chemically and catalyhcally with other pollutants. They may either join 
the atmospheric natural components, such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, or 
produce ather gases or particles. Solid particles may chemically react with gases or 
between each other as subjected to solar radiation, and also undergo transformations 
physically, such as integmtion with other particles to  form large aggregated particles. 

1.3. Summary of the  techniques used and their applications to the Task Order 
PurpOS-* 

1.3.1, The techniques t.itled "Jet" and "Cloud" [I] are intended to calculate the 
dpamics of a release like jet or cloud as it moves in the atmosphere with the wind 
velocity and temperature fields specified. ft is assumed, that the jet has uniform 
paramet.ers in its sectjanal plane. How jet gases will mix with the surrounding air, 
depends on the apex angle of the jet which is a function of the rate of effluence and other 
external conditions. The cloud gases mixsing with the surrounding air is t o  be described by 
introducing the cloud mass value m as a function of external parameters. 

For the purpose of the Task Order, these techniques are used to  calculate the 
dynamics of jet-like industrial releases, phase 2 of accident explosion clouding conditions, 
and also serve as dynamic distributed source model involved in "Prognosis" technique. 

1.3.2. EGAK code package is to  be used for computer simulations of 2D multi-flows 
[2]. What can be considered for these flows is large deformations including the occurrence 
of multiply connected regions and flow transitions to turbulent conditions. 

This code package incoqarates the methods capabJe of calculation gas- and 
hydrodynamic flows, and flows in terms of viscosity, thermal conductivity, deha t ion  of 
high explosives, turbulent mixing, phase transitions and finely distributed pollutants 
existing. 
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The package employs a continual approach to  every flow component and continuous 

representation of flows through the camptational cell boundaries. In so doing, it uses a 
method of concentrations to  avoid unclear boundaries between the components. Basically, 
this method implies the calculations of flows from mixed cells using a specific algorithm to 
define the amounts and sequential flows of components based on the analysis of the field of 
concentrations. 

With the gasdynamic techniques as incorporated in EGAK package, unsteady flows 
including turbulized can be directly simulated [3]. This can provide quite correctly some 
turbulent flow characteristics being quite correct, which exist due to fargescale 
fluctuations, 

To simulate small-scale turbulent effects, the package has hplemented a two- 
parametric semi-empirical turbulent mixing model. Accordmgly, there may be an approach 
to  simulate turbulence resulting from both gravitational and tangential instabilities. 

Within the scope of this Task Order, the techniques involved in t h i s  package can be 
used to  simulate earlier accident conditions, such as jetting, and pollutants cloud 
formation and buoyancy, allowing for gravity. The calculations are made using a s e d -  
empirical model bath with and without turbulent mixing included. Gasdynamic techniques 
are used as basic models t o  include into EGAK package the condensation and coagulation 
kinetics block involving split physical phenomena technique. 

1.3.3. COND and COAG techniques. 
COND techniques [ 4 ]  are designed to  numerically simulate the kinetics of 

oversaturated vapor condensation and the way thermodynamic parmeters of the two-phase 
system will change due to the condensation. 

The numerical model incorporates a h e t i c  equation for size distribution function of 
condensed droplets, equations for variations in thermodynamic quantifies, and equations 
for a source of critically sized particles and the growth rate of an individual particle. The 
numerical model involves Smoluchwsky's equation for particles concentrations and size 
distrjbutjons and also uses tbe frequencies of binary collisions (coagulation kernel) as 
specified by the given coagulation behaviour. 

W A G  tecbquw are intended for numerical simulations of the kinetics of aerosol 
coagulation accounting for aerosol size distribution and concentration changing as a result 
of binary collisions. The numerical model involves Smoluchovsky's equation for particle 
concentrations and size distributions and also uses the frequencies of binary collisions 
(coagulation kernel) as speclfied by the given coagulation behavior. 

The numerical simulation algorithm is based on the multigroup approach used to 
solve Smoluchovsky's equation. Moreover, a set of equations describing particle 
concentrations in groups is obtained using an integration and inteplation method, thus 
providing the numerical technique with balancmg features as required. 

COND and COAG techniques are independent blocks to  be incorporated in EGAK 
package for calculations made jointly with gasdynamic codes using split phenomena 
technique. Also, for the purpose o€ the Task Order, COND techniques will be used t o  
predict. variations in the aerosol size distribution near the source of release and determine 
the composite particles' activity. 

1.3.4. Engineering methods to  estimate environmental pollutions by industrial and 
accidental releases of hostile materials into the atmosphere. 

These methods are intended for applications where urgent prediction of ground 
pollution by hazardous materials is required. They are based on a semi-empirical transport 
and diffusion model with Pasquil dispersion parameters. The model accounts for: weather 
conditions; ground wind velocity distribution in altitude and velocity variations with 
distance; p&ution source distribution in altitude and size fractbns differing in the 
underlying surface absorption or sedimentation rates; precipitation effects with washout 
factor introduced; and underlying surface roughness. 
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The model can calculate ground contamination by fission products, plutonium, 

uranium and other radiation sources. Within the Task Order, it is used far c;aIculations 
and comparison against experimental data on ground contamination following RM 
explosion and fire accidents. 

1.3.5. "Prognosis" technique. 
"Prognosis" is a technique to  calculate ground pollution density and ground level 

cancentrations of particles following industrial and accidental releases into the atmosphere. 
Pollutants transport in the atmosphere is described using a 3D turbulent diffusion 
equation. Pollutant releases are considered as distributed sources haying specific particle 
size distributions. The underlying surface absorbing properties are reproduced by specdying 
the relevant boundary conditions. The atmospheric turbulent diffusion tensor is assumed as 
diagonal. The tensor compcments and wind velocity field are time and height dependent. 
Horizontal diffusion coefficients are to  be calculated accordmg to  [SI, while vertical 
di€fusivity and wind velocity field calculations are made in terms of the atmospheric 
boundary layer model [6]. 

Turbulent diffusion equation is numerically solved using Monte-Carlo method. To 
make t h i s  method more efficient, the solution involves an integral representation f7] to 
factorize the solution as a function of horizontal coordinates. This factorization provides 
the solution through modeling the diffusive wandering of particles in a single coordinate 
i.e. height. Moreover, it helps minimize stochastic noise in predicting the ground pollution 
density. The resulting calculated data can be read out by either display or printer as 
pollution charts for any time station and surface grid, similar charts for ground level 
concentrations, contamination profiles in any direction, and the rates radionuclides enter 
the human body through inhalation with the contaminants cloud passing over the ground 
surface. 

In terms of the Task Order, the t&que is used for calculations to  be compared 
with experimental data for ground contaminations from expiosion accidents. The technique 
is being added by dynamic distributed source considerations as mentioned in paragraph 
1.3.1, so that it will be useful to  describe the accident explosion conditions continuously 
through phase I and 2. 

1.3.6. INM RAS-WIEF techniques (81. 
With this procedure, the dynamics of atmospheric flows and turbulent diffusion can 

be described taking into account complex terrain features, heat and mass transfer in the 
near-Earth layer, formation and evolution kinetics for various pollution components. 

The atmospheric hydrothermodynamics model has been implemented in two versions, 
such as hydrostatic approximation - to define the general pattern of mesoscaled 
atmospheric flows, and nonhydrostatic approximation - to  describe the dynamics for 
ciouding and atmospheric flows with cmsiderabie verti~al velocities, Atmospheric 
turbulence characteristics are determined using Reynolds' viscous stress tensor and 
equation for turbulent energy balance. The Earth's surface temperature is found from the 
thermal balance in terms of heat and moisture exchan$e in soil. 

Pollutant tramports are described. by solving hydrodynamics equations 
sjmultaneously with the turbulent diffusion, condensation and coagulation kinetics 
equations for aerosols, as well as the equations for chemical and photochemical reaction 
hetics. 

For the purpose of the Task Order, the technique has been updated to  provide 
calculations of distributed source formation in the vicinity of release location, this 
requiring correct account of compressibility in the basic equations and optimized 
calculation algorithm using nonstandard grid around the source. The technique is used for 
calculations and comparison with experimental data on industrial releases spreading in 
complex terrain environments. 

b 

I 

b 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER MODELS, PHENOMENA IXCLUDED, AND 
THEIR DEVELOPMENT, AND THE RESULTS OF COMPARISONS AGAINIST 

CLOSED FORM SOLUTION 

2.1. "Jet" and "Cloud" techniques. 

J-lydrdynamic vortex rim model (HVRM method) 

This method is to descsibe an earlier uprise stage of a buoyant vortex ring resulting 
from the evolution of initial buoyant. region with its density much lower thza the 
surrounding one, and near-spherical shape. Specifically, #is region may be generated as a 
result of an explosion or a short-term release of some bulk heat. 

For small explosions (or releases), the uprise altitude HI for the earlier stage of 
int.erest is low relative to the. nonuniformity parameter A of the atmosphere, and thus the 
lattw can be considered as uniform incompressible liquid. It is also expected, #at the 
uprise stage in question is not sufficient for turbulent mixing effects to show themselves. 

Let a t  some initial time t = 0, these be a spherical cloud fonning in nonviscous 
atmosphere of infinitely low density ( pa + 0 1, having radius RO. Given RO << b = peo/p 
,&, the density p, and pressure p, of the undisturbed atmosphere can be assumed 
approximately constant in altitude: pe - peo, p, - peg, and therefore one can neglect the 
cloud expansion (div u = 0). Further, assume RO=g=p=I. 

While it is assumed, that. the cloud has clearly shaped edge, and diffusion processes, 
turbulent. included, are negligible, the vorticity w is concentrated on its outside. 

Hydrodynamics equations, with the abovelisted assumptions, can be used t.o derive 
therefrom the equations for the major parameters of the buoyant vortex ring. 

The equation for Rl  diameter of the vortex ring is; 

R1 = [4(t+u1)/3rffZ (2.1.1) 

For t > to, the circulation r = JR%da (where do is the element of the ring section' 
produced by the plane crossing the axis of symmetry OX, and R - distance from the axis), 
is take& a t  the tjme the vortex ring generates, to, when the maxinium value r=ro is 
achiwed, which further remains unchanged. Based on t.wrrdimensiona1 calculations such as 
in [I], we take rc, = 5 and t p  = 1.6. 

Formula (2. I. I 1 appears ne+vly the same as t.he similar equat.ion [2], however, the 
constructions 12 J are further made on the assumption that a1 /R1 is constant. 

For the vortex ring having circular cross-section (a1 is sectional radius) and surface 
vortidty distribution, the ring velocity can be written to the order of a l / r l  [3j as 

d =  1/2 ul = - . (hx-d]  To 8R1 , 
4zR1 

(2.1.2) 

Given ul changing slightly a t  the stage where t RI ul,  the fornula (2.1. I )  may 
assume u(t) = u(h) = uo. 

The incompressibility (Ri  8 1 2  RI const) and no vorticity diffusion conditions result in 
the expression for the vortex ring sectional radius a1 = [ 2 / x  R1]1/2, For t < to we 
assume, that the spherical cloud will be rising as HI = t2/2. 

For t > t o ,  HI ca31 be analytacalfy expressed as 

~ 1 = 2 a , [ J ; ( h ~ - 2 ) -  ~ ( h r , - 2 ) 1 + 2 b , ( ~ - ~ ) + ~ / 2  (2.1.31 

where t = t + w, T* = to + uo , b, = a b [ h i ( S c ~ ~ 4 ~ ' ) - 1  /2], am = 3 a,, i 4  , c, = 

4/3r, a, = r / 4 z t 6  . Here, Rl = ,& . 



Calculations for the above set of equatians were made as applied to the test [4 J, 
where a "hd" vortex ring was produced by firing a spherical vessel (of the radius R = Sm) 
containing methane-air mixture. 

Release iet formation mod el ("Jet"), 
Let us consider the dynamics of hot gas jet released into the atmosphere, which is 

described by aftitudinal distributions of wind velocity 9, temperature T and pressure P. 
For the effluence pint, the data t o  be defined are the jet initial overheat, and effluent gas 
velocity magnitude and direction. 

Consider a jet element of a "second's'' mass (fig. 2.1.1 ) which is expressed as 

8 

m = p'Su, (2.1.4) 

Fig. 2.1. I, Problem geometry and notation. 

where p' is the 'jet air density, S - Cross-section perpendicular to the jet axis. Assume, that 
S section in the p h e  perpendicular to u is represented by a circle of R radius. Assume 
also, that alJ jet-defining quantities are canstant in the cross-section S piane. 

As it moves, the 'jet element will be subject to buoyancy. In addition, the jet 
efment will tend to mix with surrounding air and thus have its mass changjng. Therefore, 
Meshchersky dynamics equatim for varkble mass body [SI must be used to  express the jet 
element motion. In our case, this equation will be given as 

(2.1 .S) 

where 5 and T are the Jet gas velocity and temperature, respectively, 9 and T - 
atmospheric air velocity and temperature, respectively, m- "second's" mass (2.1.41, - 
gravitatfonal acceleratdon. The first term jn eq. (2.1.4) represents the acceleratdm 
resulting from the buoyancy farce, the second - the acceleration due to jet gases mixing 
with the surrounding air. The "seeondsl' mass increment is expressed as 

where 

(2. I .7) 

Substitutiq eqs. (2.1.6) and (2.1.7) into (2.1.5) yields 
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Let us derive gas temperature equation for the jet element. It can be obtained from 
the element enthalpy equation H = E + PR: 

where H is the jet element enthalpy, Q - heat quantity and R - gas volume in the jet 
element. Assuming adiabatic jet motion, then dQ/'dt = 0. Here we ignore the 
condensation heat of water vapor that may exist in the jet. This is reasonable in the case, 
where water yapour has low GO~IC&&~O~ or the jet has relative humidity lower than 
100 %. The jet element enthalpy will charge due to  both the jet gas temperature variation 
and its mixing with the surrounding air. Thus, 

(2.1 10) 

where the. first term ~ C C O U ~ ~ S  for the jet mixing with the surrounding air, and the other - 
for the jet. cooling adiabatjcnlly by during the ascent, When eq. (2.1.6) is substituted into 
eq. (2.1. IO), the jet element temperature equation will finally take the form 

2.1.11) 

What is now left to do is substitute eq. (2.1.11) into the equation of motion 
(2.1.81. This substdtution will result in the equation of motion expressed as 

where 

A, = 6, +( T)(ii- T' v)i 2,. 
The equation for the jet element radius v&t& is given as 

(2.1.13) & -  -= u. 
dt 

The set of eqs. (2.1.11), (2.1.12) and (2.1.13) describing the jet d y ~ m i ~ ~  is not 
complete. For its closure, an equation for jet element sectional radius R variation is 
required. If we intmduce ah apex half-angle of jet a, then it can be written for dR/dt, 
that 

dR - = utga. 
dt 

It- is impossible to define this half-angle only based on section-average quantitjes. 
Therefore, empirical relationships have to be used for this purpose. Let us distinguish two 



phases in the jet, active and passive. The active phase typically shows the jet turbulence 
significantly exceedrng the at.mospheric. This is the case where there is a submerged 
turbufent jet with (I, = const [SI. Fw the passive phase, atmospheric turbulence should be 
taken into account. In (71, the followiag equation has been obtained for the jet apex half- 
angle tangent in passive case: 

b 

2A2 D @a=- 
R 14 

1 

Thus, the set of jet dynamic equations will have the following form: 

dt T dt 

-=ij 
dt 
dii 

Cloud rise model ("Cloud". 

(2. I. 15) 

(2. I .  16) 

gases' cloud The next practically important problem to be considered is hot 
dynamics. The same as far the jet case, the cloud motion should depend on the-temperature 
difference between the cloud gases and the ambient air, and also on its mixing with the 
air. We only restrkt the consideration to  the case where temperature and density are 
uniformly distributed within the cloud. Assume the cloud is shaped as the ball of R radius. 
The equation of cloud motion is written as (2.1.5) where ii is the cloud center velocity, T 
- cloud gas temperature, 9 and T - atmospheric air velocity and temperature, respectively, 
m - cloud mass, and g - gravitational acceleration. The cloud mass equation is expressed as 

m =  p'S2, (2.1.17) 

where p' - is the cloud air density, S2 - cloud volume. The cloud temperature equation has 
tbe form of (2.1.13). 

The cloud mass equatJon is defined in terms of turbulent mixing bebaviour of the 
cloud gases and the ambient air. As a first approximation, it can be assumed that m 
equation has the form similar to that used in [SI: 

- F,, 1Qn 
m d t  
--- (2.1.18 1 

where Fa = canst. Generally, Fa is the function related to the cloud temperature, density 
and rise velocity. 

The set of equations to describe hot gas cloud dynamics is the following: 

'I 

t 

- 
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Note, that the cloud rise model for instantaneous release case is also applicable, if 
siightly modified, to  the case considering long-term gas effluence at low-velocities ( such 
as far j e t s  formjig in combustion). All to be done far t h i s  purpose, is select the value of 
constant of eq. (2.1.17) from experimental data and provide for the jet element rn - RZ. 

Updating the calculation technique for explosion cloud dynamics consists in 
modernising tbe second equation (2.1.19) and defining the value of F, . 

Consider the cloud uprising by Archimedes buoyancy force as ellipsoid with the 
ratio Dv/.Dh accounting for its oblateness, where Dv and Dh are vertical and horizontal 
cloud diameters, respectively. Experimental data indicate, this ratio is smoothly decreasing 
with time. This is rather well approximated by Dv/Dh = const. 

As it moyes, there occurs interaction between the cloud and the air mass per unit 
time 

dm d 

dt 
--=pS116-V1, (2.1.20) 

where p is the atmospheric air density, 

is the cross-section of the eliiptic cylinder which is tangent t o  the ellipsoid of revolution 
with the generatrices parallel t o  relative velocity vector of the cloud ( i.e. this cross- 
section is perpendicular to the velocity vector ), It is assumed here that DY is the 
dimension in z--axis, and Dh - in x - axis. 

The portion of air the cloud is interacthg with goes into the cloud, and the other 
portion does not intermix following the interaction and thus takes away the momentum. 
Then we rewrite the second equation in (2.1.19) as 

where &, is the momenturn of the air having interacted with but being outside the cloud. 
Let k be the air fraction which intermixes with the cloud, then 

(2.1.23) 



-- 

-.- 

where R = nDv2 Dh/6 - is the volume of the ellipsoid of revolution. 
Rewrite eq. (2.1.23) as follows: 

where - is the density ratio of the fire flash material to the ambient air. 

(2.1.25) 

Here, u, account for the air fraction that following its interacting but not intermixing with 
the cloud may move a t  a mean relative velocity different from 5-  9. 

Using eq. (2.1.24) and (2.1.25), rewrite the law of conservation of momentum ( 
2nd equation in (2.1.19) 1 in the following way: 

1- k 3k 
z(Dy/n,>' 

The texms intrduced here are a = 1 + a-, b = 
k 

Thus, the proposed model has the function Fa of (2.1.18) expressed as 

The solution of the s e t  of cloud dynamics equations (2.1.19) requires, firstly, that 
the vertical to  horizontal diameter ratio of the cloud be defined. Based on the reviewed 
experimental data available, we can take this ratio constant as equal to  Dv/Dh = 0.65 
during the cloud rise. 

Secondly, weather conditions must be specified, i.e. air temperature and wind 
velocJty as functions of altitude. 

And finally, initial conditions should be specified. High explosive detonation on the 
ground surface is followed by a fire ball generated due t o  the thermal portion of energy, 
its generation being completed by the time to. The fire ball diameter can be estimated 
assuming that explosion products will be expandug until the in-ball pressure equals the 
atmospheric P 

(2.1.28) 

For y = 1.4 and heat released by high explosive detonation Q = 4520 kJ/kg [9], 
Do = 2.9 hnb* , where mhs is the effective high explosive mass. The resulting equation for 
fire h l l  dimetes agrees well with the expressions given jn [63, givea that the temperature 
achieved in detonation is 5000 K. 

3ased on the estimates of [ l O l ,  one can obtain t, = 0.03mg. For high explosive 
masses ranging within 10 - 1000 kg, to is less than 0.03 s,, this value being much smaller ' 
than the cloud stabilization time 2 - 5 min. Therefore, we take to = 0. 
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Consider the density relation of the fire ball substance to the ambient air: 

mm = 0.063-. m, Typically, = m,: thus aIJowing c=0.126 to  be taken at 
mHE 

' = 
n/6D$ 

initial time. 
Now a and b terms have to  be selected. Far this p v s e ,  we make use of the data 

from refs. [9,1 I]. Rd. [ I 1  J suggests expressing the cloud top stabilization altitude in the 
quiescent and still atmosphere ha~ing standard temperature gradient as H = 86.4mg 
meters. 

I t  is assumed in [9], that stabilization time for any non nudear explosion is 2 min. 
Based on the regression analysis of test. datn for effective HE mass range 53.5 - 1270 kg, 
the expression H = 92.Smg meters has been suggested for the cloud top altitude. 
Standard geometric deviation of altitude for 22 tests analysed is 1.23. 

We believe, it would be reasonable to take the following parameters: a = 1.5 and b 
= 1.4. Calculations using this parameters provide the description of the cloud rise 
dynamic& in standard atmosphere as follows. Two minutes after the explosion the c h i d  
top is at  the altitude of H = 86mC meters. In 3.5 minutes, when the cloud substance 
becomes equal in density to  the ambient air, the cloud top is a t  H = 110mg meters. In 
about 6 minutes the cloud velocity h e s  cppodte in sign. This oc.curs when the cloud 
top is a t  H = 123mg meters. 

Ncrte. that. the sctlution of the set of equations is affected by the initial cloud density 
variations insignificantly. Thus, the density reduction by a factor of 2 results in about 
1.2% inc.rease of the above altitude. 

The cloud rise height is more susceptible to initial cloud volume variations. For the 
v o h ~ ~ ~ e  changing by a factor of 2, the cloud rise he& will change by 1.2 times. 

"Prognosis" techniques are intended to predict distributed dynamical sources of 
release forming as jet and cloud. The basjc caJculatim formulae are reported in ref. [12], 
and the selec.tion of parameters a and b in eq.(2.1.26) has been made under this Task 
Order with the calibration against the data of refs. [9,ll]. The data from these 
calibrations are detailed in paragraph 3.2. 

2.2. EGAK code package. 

2.2.1. General description of the package. 
EGAR d e  package [I J is h h d e d  for numerical sirnulathxu of ncmteady two - 
The c-ode modules incorporated in the package help account for a wide range of 

- gas - &quid - vapor media dynamics; 

- diffusion (moJecular and turbulent); 
- distributed particles dynanrics; 
- detonation of explosives and combustible mixtures. 
The package succesdvely employs a subiterative method which provides 

combinatiunq of individual modules to simulate p a r t i ~ u l ~  fiow types, and also involve in 
or onlit from consideration some selected phenomena. 

The package uses quadrJangular cornputatdona1 grids which are movable as desired 
and flow adaptable. There are capabilities of specifying both internal and external (as 

dimensional multiflows featured by large deformations, turbulized flows included. 

physical phenomena iacludmg those typical of the flows considered in this work, namely: 

- flow t t t h ~ l ~ ~ ;  
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related to the computational field) Boundary canditjons, which ~ a z f  provide simulations of 
flows in intricately configured including multiply connected regions. 

2.2.2. Calc.ulation techniques for gas-liquid-vapor flows. 
For the purposes of gas-liquid-vapor flow calculations, the package implements 

some explicit and imphit  (in wave transport) Eulerian (2,3] and combined Lagrangian - 
Ederian [4,5] met.hods, These methods are essentially distinguished by continual 
representation of any flow components #at can be described by the following set of 
#errnodynamic parameters: mass and volume conceJltrations, and specific emsgies. To 
define their int.erfaces, a concentrations method is used [6], thus virtually avoiding 
computational diffusion at  the boundaries which is typically inherent in Eulerian and 
Lrrgrangian - Eulerian techques. 

With the abovelisted methods, flows can be simulated for a wide range of Mach 
numbers. The validation and applications of these methods are summarized in [2-61. 

2.2.3. Semiempirical turbulence model. 
There are techniques invoIved in the package, which can sometimes provide direct 

(with no t.urbu1enc.e models used) modeling of turbulent mixing. The results of some 
calculations of this kind are included in refs. [7-91. In addition, the explicit - implicit 
Lagrangian - Ederian gasdynamic method [4] is used by the package as a basis to 
implement an original K - E turbulence model. What specifically features the model is that 
it allows calculations to  be made for turbulence generated by either gravitational or 
tangential instability individually as well as their combined effects. 

2.2.4. Disperse phase flow simulation. 
Descriptions of disperse component flows are made using interpenetrated continua 

approximation which provides for discriminating groups of particles different in size. Each 
group is represented as continuum with its velocity, density, temperature and particle size 
fields. It is assumed, that the particle concentration is low, so that particle interactions 
can be neglected. The particles are bound up with the carrier, or gas - vapor phase by both 
the rnomesltum exchange due to  velocity nonequiiibriwn and energy exchange due t o  
temperature nonequiiibriwn. 

. 
* !  . ,  

. 

2.2.5. Some bchmark  calculations. 
To veflfy potential uses of the EGAK package models and techniques to simulate 

phenomena representative of accident explosions or releases, calculations have been made 
for the flows previously studied experimentally and theoretically. Further, we will 
describe briefly the calculation procedures and results. 

Problem 1. Thermic climbing in the atmosphere. 
The problem is stated as follows (fig. 2.2.1). There is a thermic, i.e. spherical 

region (R4.7m) having temperature T=lOO@C, in the equilibrium exponential 
atmosphere, with its tern-ture varying with altitude as shown by table 2.2.1. 

Table 2.2.1. Temperature profile for problem 1. 



Fig. 2.2.f. Problem 1 geometry. 

The thermic pressure j s  taken equal tc, atmospheric. The equation of state af the 
atmosphere and thermic is P ( y - 1  )e with ~ 1 . 4 .  

Section 2.1. describes the hydrodynamic vortex ring model (HVRM) which is 
useful to account for the thermic buoyancy behavior. Two calculatians have been made to 
compare data between HVRM and EGAK calculations, different in the computation grid 
size (h-lm and h=O.Sm). Some calculated data are given in figs. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Clearly, 
the theoretical and both calculated curves for thermic climb vs. time show good 
agreement. 
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Fig. 2.2.2. Velocity field in the therrni~ climb problem far mesh h=lrn. 
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-- theory: 0 -  EGAK, h = 0.5 m: * - EGAR, B = i m. 
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Fig. 2.2.3. Thermic altitude from time. 

Problem 2. Efflueace from tank. 
The calc.ulatjon has heen made for nitrogen effluence into the air a t  Mach M=3 

(U=1020 m/’s), using the K - 6 turbulent mixing model. This problem was e~perimentally 
studied in [IO]. The hole diameter was D=1.2S cm, the effluent jet and air densities were 
hkea the same. =O,OOI2Sb/cm3. The equations of state of gases were P=(y-i)p, with y 
=1.4. Fig. 2.2.4. shows volume cancentratjon isolines for nitrogen calcdated for three 
times. Clearly, the jet. is undergoing rather strong diffusion, and the apex angle of the jet 
at  its fixed portion is near experjmental value (tg a - 0.09). The initial portion of the jet 
also has the length nearly the same as the experimental value, L - 143. 

Fig. 2.2.5. gives the nitrogen volume concentration profile across the section 
x/D=21.6 a t  the final time (t-28 ms). Also given here are the experimental data for the 

Generally, it should be noted that the calculated data for the fixed flow length well 
C ~ O S S - S & ~ O ~  x/D=I 9.2. 

agree with experimental data. 

Problem 3. Shock wave in dust-gas medium. 
Simulation has been made for the experiments [ 11 ] investigating shock waves in 

dust and gas media. The experiments were performed using a shock tube 2m long and 
0.lSm in diameter. The tube was filled with air-suspended quartz sand. The shock wave 
was initiated by an explosive charge a t  the bottom end of the tube. At  the mid-section of 
the tube, oscillographic records were taken for pressure and illumination intensity of the 
photodetector by UV light through the medium. 
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Fig, 2.2.4. Njtrogen conc.atmtjon isolines at t h e 3  8, 16 and 28 ms. 
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Fig. 2.2.5. VoJume concentration profile of nitrogen at 28 ms. 



The calculations wese made in one-dirneasjonal approximation using a uniform fixed 
grid with Icm mesh size. The calculation prcteedures and results we detailed in [12]. Figs. 
2.2.6. and 2.2.3. compare the experimental and calculated data for single-disperse 
mixture. The data show good agreement in pressure profites. The troughs in the 
&$.r?il&tGi iifimjiiatim virtually coincide with the daisity jmks of the dust-gas 
medium. 

- rel. density --src illumination 
Fig. 2.2.6 Photodeteetor illumination (experiment), 
relative density (calculation) at tube mid-section. 
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2.2.6. New developments on the Contract topic. 
1. The t.urhulent. mixing calculation t d n i q u e  (section 2.2.3) was added by the 

capability to account for air turbdence background as resulting from the wind and 
temperature gradient which can not be directly considered due to the relevant problem 
being three- dimensional. 

2, The flow model for poly-disperse medium (section 2.2.4.) is int.egrated with the 
models for v a p r  component coagulation and hetemgeneous condensation on disperse phase 
particles, as descrjbed in paragraph 2.3. The droplet distributjon in size is described by 
defining a number of groups of particles each represented as continuum having its velocity, 
density, temperature and size fields. In doing so, split phenomena method a t  physical 
processes is employed. Currently, selected code modules have been optimized and are 
undergoing general proof-testing, and the data base on material properties is under 
development. 

2.2.7. Pdential developments. 
This section outlines potential ways to  improve and devdop the EGAK models and 

1. Extend the EGAK models and methods available to  a 3D case. To date, the 

2. Develop improved turbufeme models accounting for, partjcularly, the turbulence 

3. Involve a semiempirid turbulence model for polydisperse media flows, 
4. Inchde a cambined multic.ontinual and discrete model for polydispersed medium, 

providing for some size fractions of disperse phase to be represented as continual 
(multiuelocjty) approsimaticms, and others - discret.ely. With this model, one will be able 
t.o desc.r& components where the use of c.ont.inua1 approximation is unreasonable, such as 
size frac.t.ions having few parf;lcles, though tbeir effects on the phenomenon in question are 
impoItant. 

methods for industsial accddeat simulation applications. 

gasdynamic. module and basic service Codes have beexi implemeated. 

nonisotrnpy and boundary layers existing at  stiff walls. 

2.2.8. Potential EGAK package applications in accident simulation efforts, 
The code modules inc.orporated in EGAK package can be used to look at  some 

- any kinds of explosions (involving lugh explosives, combustible mixtures, 

- jet ef€Juemts from pipes; 
- accidemt explosion, release and jet impacts on the nearest loccrtions; - generation of gas-vapor. (gas)-droplet-vapor and dust-gas clouds and their 

- €all-out of largesize accident products. 

events typical of industrial acddeats, such as: 

overheated fluids, etc. i , includmg det.onation considerations; 

evolution in the proximity to the accident location; 

2.3. CON13 and COAG techniques. 

Earlier in the formation of distributed sources of accjdental or industrial releases 
there are iznportant phenomena taking place which are responsible for particle size 
distribution. 

Vapor condensations on atmospheric poilutants and aerosol components are 
important effects for releases of gaseous and vaporized materials. Condensation phenomena 
may be sigmficant not only in the problems for close neighbor hood of the source of 
release, but also in distant transport problems (e. g. acid rain formation), 

Another important phenomenon which influences particle size distribution is 
coagulation, which means particles enlargement through binary collisions and merging. 
Coagulation is basicafly significant for the close vicinity of the source, since binary 
collisions are rather frequent only for concentrated aerosol releases. Later, the release 



cloud is very much subject to washing out by atmospheric turbulent diffusion, and thus 
the coagulation decreases. 

Coagulation description is also important to define the composition pattern of 
particles. Thus, open-ground e x p l o s i ~  have the explosion cloud emtraining a weat 
numhes of finely dispersed ground particles, and the resulting particle sgxxdxwn not only 
incovrat.es release components but also particles having complex composition pattern. 

behavior far the underlying surface and atmosphere in accidental and industrial releases, 
since these are what aerosol gravity sedimentatjon veldty,  and fallout chemical and 

Numerical simulation of condensation and coagulation is carried out based on 

Numerical model implememted in COND code, incorporates: 

. 
Eventually, these spectrum and composition spectrum are what determine the pollution 

radioactive compositions, etc.. all d e p d  on. 

. -  

' . .  

phenomena splitting scheme and using COND and COAG codes, respectively. 

- continuity equation far distribution function C(g,t) of particles in size g. 

where V8 is the rate for drop size change in condensation, J - flow (source) of particles to  

larger-size region, g, - number of molecdes in a critical drop. The right-hand-side of eq. 
(2.3. t 1 de.scribes random occurrence of obir-critical particles ten- to further growth. 
By solving &e kinetic equation (2.3.31, one can eva~uate the condensation level x(t) and 
resulting number of d r o p s  v(t). 

x(t) = JgCdg, v(t) = ICdg. 
0 0 

- equation accounting for liquid and vapor temperature T changes: 

C 2.3.2) 

Here c+, is the dimensionless heat capacity of the gas medium where condensation occurs, 
c,,c, - specific heat capacities of vapor and liquid for constant volume, - condensation 
heat, k - Boltzmann's constants, a - term dependent. on condensiig medium and gas initial 
densitjes. The right-hand-side of eq. (2.3.21 accaunts for t.he temperature change due to  
the. sysiem volume variahn. 

the given vapor pressure P: 
The following equation is used to define the vapor saturation temperature Tp with 

MT,) = p (2.3.3) 
Numerical simulation considers vapor as ideal gas. 
D e t & d  equations for v,,J,g. and also interpolation relatinnship for P,(T,) 

function are given in [I 1. The forms of WJS. (2.3.1) through (2.3.3) are of no basic 
jinpartance for developing the numerical algorithm. 

Fbdicles method is used as a basis to nurr~erically solve eq. (2.3.1). This method 
has the distribution function C(g,t) over the time intervai [f",t" + At J expressed as 
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with VN+,(tn) = 0. Based on this representation of C(g,t) and using q. (2.3.11, the. 

following set of equations can be obtained for vi,g [ I  3: 

dv. 
dt 0, I= 1s is N 

l < i  i N + 1  dg1 - = v, ( g )  dt 

(2.3.5) 

(2.3.6) 

v N+l (t") = TJdt (2.3.7 1 

Eq. (2.3.5) implies that the weights V, of model particles which have existed in the 

system by the time t = t" are unchanged over the step At. The weight V,, of a model 
particle injected into the system a t  this step, should be selected, according to (2.3.71, 
such that would properly render the number of real particles produced by the source in 

hetween the times [tn,t*' I. 

t' 

Eqs. (2.3.6) are solved by the 2nd order KungeKutta scheme 

where sqwscsipt indicates the time the value refers to, and t** =t" + &/2.  The 
injected prticle weight is initially calculated by the formula: 

As soon as it. becomes p s i b l e  to determine p' this weight value is to  be revised: 
vgi = J"+*fiAt, 

1 
2 

vZ, = -(Pi + Jn)At. 
This approach allows to improve sisnificantly t h e  algorithm accuracy. 

Initial size of the particle injected at  time ? =  

giTf = g**, and its size at t = fit is calculated by the formula; 
is assumed equal to tU+lf2 

While particles generate a t  each At step, their number N may appear too large to  
conduct t h e  calculations efficiently. Therefore, COND code provides for t h e  following 
procedure to reduce model particles: when their number N has exceeded any s p d i e d  
value, then each two particles having numbers (2i, 2i-11 are made to form one pa&cle of i 

number, with its weight vi, and size gi equal to: 

N 

:-I 
This procedure maintains the number of drops v = CVi, and condensathn level 
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Accordmg to scheme (2.3.81, eq. (2.3.2) is to be solved twice for At  step: for the 

intervals [fK,tR'M] and [r"",t"]. This involves the use of centeSed schemes in the 2nd 
order of accuracy. 

Eq. (2.3.3) is cafculated using Newton iteration process. 
COND code has been developed as an independent module and validated by 

benchmarks [ 11, and now can be used to  simulate vapor condensation behaviors as part of 
gasdynamics software used to  calculate atmospheric transport of industrial effluents [2]. 

COAG code has been developed as part of the project activity to simulate 
coagulation behaviors. 

Numerical simulation of coagulation phenomena as offered by COAG code, is based 
nn nurnesical solution of smoluchovsky"s equation for the distribution function C(g,t) 

where S is SrnoluGhaVsky operator, 

(2.3. IO) 1 g  

2 0  0 
S(C;g,tj = - Jk(g- n,n)C(g- njC(n)dn- C(g)Tk(g,n)C(n)dn 

(to make writing shorter, we have omitted some arguments a t  C and k functions). Here, 
k(g,n) - is the coagulation kernel (occurrence of g- and n-sized particles coalescence). 

The numerical technique for eq. (2.3.9) as implemented in COAG code, is similar 
to #at described in (31 and proceeds as follows. 

In terms of variable g ,  consider a grid with nodes gi=O,g2, .......gj and define the 
number of particles Ni in between (gi,gi+l) 

g 

8, 

N, = fc,(E;t)dg Q=i_;2 j:: :I-! ? 

By integrating eq (2.3.9) over the interval (gi,gi+lj and using quadrature 
formufae where the function C(g)  for each interval (&$k+l) is replaced by the average 
value 

it would be possible to obtain a set of the foffowing ordinary differential equations for Ni 
values: 

ck = Nk / (8k+i  - &) 9 

(2 * 3.1 1 1 

where a i ,  b, coefficients are given through the integral of coagulation kernel by formulae 
such as 

a,(g),P, (8) are some linear functions of g. 

odes of accuracy, i.e. of the form 
To solve numericaIly eq, (2.3.11), COAG code uses an implic.it scheme of the 2nd 



(2.3.12) 
Nonlinear set of algebraic equations (2,3.12) is solved using Seidel iteration 

The coefficients a:&, are calculated involving quadrature formulae with the 

t.echnique. 

s,+i + 8, &+I + & ). 
2 ' 2  functjon k(g,n) substituted by the constant k( 

The solutions of Smo1uchovsky"s equations are specsfically featured by their 
displacement towards higher g values with h e  t. Therefore, COAG code involves the 
procedure to extend the grid in g variable followed by inteqolation t o  a new Ni matrix. 
Moreover, the interpolation algorithm is based on the requirement that the total mass of 
particles in the system be unchanged. 

Let these be at a certain time t a grid of nodes gi with Ni particles in the intervals 
(gi,gj+j) and a new grid &, (i=1,2, ..... I) built having the same number of nodes, where 
$=g,; e.g., it may be assumed that 

s,=g,+g(g,-&), r > l *  
Let us find the number fii of particles in the interval (&,&+,) of #e new grid, so 

that the particles mass iiil within this interval be equal to  the total mass of particles 
contained within the intervals (&&k+j) of the older grid, which fall within the interval 

6, 

t 
(By definition, i& = JgCdg.). 

For this purpose, we tentatively calculate the values 

Then, it will be easy to evaluate the mass values iiii: 

and also new R, values 
$I., = m2;fil = m,+* - q, 2 < j  I 1-1. 

SIi =2.*/(&+++& 
COAG code has been validated against two benchrnark problem types; problems 

having analytical solutions and those where self-similar soiutions for Smo1uchousky"s 
equation are available [4]. 

Two spectrum characteristics were considered in comparirg numerical and analytical 
data: number Nj of particles in the interval (gi,gi+l) - 

N,W = TC(e,t)B 
8. 

and cumulative mass of particles M<g,t) as a function of their size 
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Analytical solutions to  Smoluchrvsky”s equation for the function C(g.t) have been 
only obtained for coagulation kernel being constant values K<g,n)=a=const. In t h i s  case, 
the total mass of particles 

M = TgCdg 
0 

remains constant., while the number N of particles in the system 

is varied as required 

N(t) = NO 
1 +N$t / 2 ’ 

where No=N(t=O). 
For problems with coaguiation kernel hejng constant, the technique implemented in COAG 
code has prmided sufhieat a ~ c u n c ~ y  in applications wen with small number of grid nodes 
g ( I  = 20 - 30). 

To illustrate the capabilities of this numerical technique as applied to variable 
coagulation kernel, let us consider a problem for Brownian coagulation of particles under 
diffusion conditions f41. In this case, the kernel (in dimensionless form) is given as 

Smoluchovskyl’s equation has the following analytical solution for this kernel: 
k(g,n) = (g*l3 + nu3)(g1’3 + n-v3) 

N2 gN 
M C(g9t) = w-1 

where M, N are the particles” mass and number in the system, respectively. Here, 
M=const , 

N = N(t) = N* 
1 +2.208N0t 

and (x) is some tabular specified function ([4], p. 120). Fig.2.3.1 compares t h e  analytical 
and numerical solutions (curves 1 and 2, respectively) at time t=10 where the solution of 
Smoluchovsky“~ equation may be expected to  become self-similar. The results have been 
obtained for the following parameters 

N o = l ,  M = 1 . 5  
Initial profile C(g,t=O) is selected of the form 

0, g< 1 
C(g,t =O)= No, k g ‘ 2  i 0, g> 2 

The calculation has been made for stepping A t  = 0.2, and initial ( nonuniform 1 grid of g 
nodes has been specified for the interval 0 5 g 2 30 and included 1 4 6  nodes. Clearly, the 
self -similar and numerical solutions show good agreement between each other. 

If there are particles in the release cloud, that are different in chemical and size 
distributions, then their coagulation will result in particles representing composite 
mixtures. 
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Fig.2.3. i. Comparison the a n a l y t d  and numecicai solutions (curves 1 and 2, 
respectively) at tirnc t=10 
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Generally, the generation of these partjcles must be described by solving a kinetics 

equation [ 5 1, which is mare complicated than (2.3.9). However, it is most important far 
many practical problems to  evaluate only the addition of chemically toxic or radioactive 
impurities to the particles making up the major release fraction, while the impurities and 
the major fraction have sharply different size distributions: impurities are nmmrally very 
small-size particles, hut. the major fraction has wide distribution range. 

To solve these problems numerically in the frame of GOAG code, it is suitable to  
have impurity particles lying in the range gl 5 g 5 g,, and take the major fraction size 
distribution specified for g>g2. In doing so, the following three chains in coagulation 
behaviors may be identified 

- impurity particle coagulate themselves; 
- major fraction particles coagulate with composite particles; 
- impurity particles coagulate with composite-mixed particles and major fraction 

pafticles. 
The secctnd chain effects are either very small, or may be determined using COAG 

code t o  make calculations for the major fraction individually. The first and third chains 
are must important, and they can be easily calculated in terms of the allowed agreement in 
size distribution conditions. Moreover, we neglect coagulation behaviors within the major 

fraction, therefore eqs. (2.3.111 will have but b,,,a:, coefficients not equal to  zero, 
thereby making the calculations easier, Impurity particles in each composite-mixed particle 
are easily quantifiable from equations for Ni allowing for the relevant coalescence 
mechanism. 

Defining coagulation kernels is a separate problem. Coagulation in the cloud (or 
jet) earlier in the accidental release formation is specifically featured by the gas having 
higher temperature and lower density, and ais0 substantial turbulent mixing. According to  
estimates Brownian coagulation is what dominates for particles having sizes r < 0.1-0.5 p 
m, and turbulent coagulation - for the larger. These mechanisms are additively effective, 
therefore it may be assumed that 

k=k, ,+k, ,  
Equation far L.t, over intermediate particle sizes 0.5 < r < 10 - 30pm was derived 

in [ 6 ]  &owing for particks being entrapped by the medium and inertial effects. Under the 
Task Order, we have obtained an equation far L expressed in general. For r > 30 m, is 
writtea as 

where e is the turbulent fluctuation energy, trel - velocity relaxation time for parkides 
moving through the medium. Note ref. [7] addressing a similar problem to define the 
coagulation kernel with particles moving in a twhulent medium. 

2.4. Engineering techniques. 

Pollutant released by a source js to  be transported and dispersed in the atmosphere, 
where largescale flows such as wind are responsible for moving the pollutant amounts as 
a whole, while snlall-sc.ale turbulent fluctuations make the pollutant disperse by 
intermixing it witb the surrouading air. 

The propagation pattern of the pollutant is substantially dependent on wind 
velocity and the vertical temperature profile of the atmosphere associated witb solar 
radiation flux, t-errcstrial heat flaw, atmospheric humidity and cloudiness, etc. 

In calculation practice. the poliutant dispersal sjtuatjons are classified by stability 
cat.egc)rie. of weather ccmditions. Currently, the classificatjons by hsquill [I], Pasquill- 
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Gifford [2,3], Turner [4], Uhlig [SI, Smith [6], Luna and Church [7] and others are used 
to categorise weather conditions. 

The weather classification system which has become most commmly accepted is that 
by Pasquill [1-2,10,12]; it provides for six stability classes €or atmosphere in the 
increasing order from A through F. 

Two model types are used t o  describe concentration fields and surface pollutants: 
those based on semiempirical turbulent diffusion equation solved with various ways to 
specify diffusity factor and avemge wind velocity ( K model 1, and on the Gaussian model 
with various relationships fur cloud or Jet dispersal ( statistical niodel 1 [6,8-131. More 
frequently used is the Gaussian model which requires minimum set of input data, 

For this model, the dilution factor ( i.e. coacentration/intensity ) in a short-term 
release is: 

(2.4.1) 

where x, y ,z are Eulerian coordinates of the point in space, U - wind velocity, h - release 
cloud altitude over the ground, F(x) - pollutant cloud depletion function, aY,q- standard 
deviation of release cloud pollutant distributions in the respective axes (. Pasquill 
parameters 1. 

The dilution factor at the ground level z = 0 and the cloud axis y = 0: 

bfasimuni dilution factor a t  the ground level is: 

and x, is to be found from the equation: 

h 
az =3 

The caoc-entration N and surface pollution S are respectively: 

N(x,O,O) = 9 G(x,O,O) T 

s(x,O,O) = N(X,O,O)wT 

where Q is the total amount of rnaterk~l in the release, T - release duration and 

(2.4.3) 

(2.4.4 1 

(2.4.5) 

(2.4.6) 
where W is the dry sedinientation velocity of the pollutant. This value does not mean 
kinematic velocity. Typkally, W = 1 - 2 cm/s for particles posing respiration hazards. 

Pollutant depletion in the cloud due to  the particles dry fall out on the ground 
swhce is described by the function: 
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F(X) = c x { - t f d x  - 1. cxp(- - 
x 0 CYz 

(2.4.7) 
d 

The cloud dqletion resulting from wet precipitation due to  rain drops or snow . 
flakes trapping aerosols is generally represented by the exponential law: 

(2.4.8 1 
where x, is the distance from the source where precipitation started, A - aerosol wash-out 
efficiency. 

A = ~ o - ~ H  i / S  (2.4.9) 
I is the precipitation intensity, mm/hour, 
k - relative wash-out efficiency of precipjtations: 

I 

rain: 1 .o 
snow 3.0 
thunderstorm rain 1.1 
drizzle 4.5 
sfiowr and rain 2.4 
f% 5.0 
pouring rain 2.8 

Swfac-e pollution in the trace axis with .wet precipitation of pollutants is: 
h 

f2.4.10) : 

Currently, there are several versions for standard deviations cry and G~ of pollutant 
distributions in the release cloud. Generally, they are found by comparing measurements of 
pollutant cancentrations in the air and the data calculated by dispersal model based on 
any weather ccrnditioris classifjcation, Moreover, different terrains and release conditions 
result in different data. In this way, the data are accumulated, the later developnients 
normally involving the previous experimental information which is stored by international 
and national data banks. 

Currently, the most well developed and commonly used are the formula by Smith- 

Hosker [6;14], with the lateral and vertical variances cs and csz expressed thereby as: Y 

where 

(2.4.11 

(2.4.12) 
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a:" is the G~ limit for the given stabiJity class, m. 

zo - roughness height of the underlying surface, cm. 
x - distance from the source of release, m, 

The function f(zo,x) accounts for the ground microrelief through the roughness 

height, zo, which is represented for difkrent microrelief types by the following values: 

Snow, lawn I cm high 

High grass up to 60 an 

grass, shrubby and other features 
Park or forest up to 10 m high 
City consttrtctions 3 00 

zo =0.1 cm 
Mown or small grass, 15 cm high or lower 

Non-uniform ground with 

0.6 - 2 
4 - 9  

10 - 20 
20 - 300 

The tables 2,4.1 and 2.4.2 sumniarise numerical values of the paranieters included 

Table 2.4. I Values for Smith-Houker's formulae. 
in Smith-Hosker's formulae. 

Pa squi 11 ozmax a f h k 1 1 
stability M 

A 1600 f 0.22 0.112 1.06 5.38 E-4 I 0.815 
1 6.52 E-4 0.750 

0.92 1 9.05 E-4 0.716 
D 400 0.08 1 0.098 0.889 1 1.35 E-3 I 0.689 

0.783 I 1-36 E-3 0.674 

' B 920 0.16 1 0.130 0.95 
C 640 0.11 1 0.112 

E 220 I 0.06 1 0.0609 I 0.895 1 1.96 E-3 0.684 I F 100 0.04 I 0.0638 I 
Table 2.4.2 Values for Smith-Hosker's formulae. 

The formation of release gas-fume jet or explosion cloud depends very much on the 

The engineering techniques consider three potential sources of release. 
processes involved. 
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1. Explosion. 
The maximum uprise height h and diameter D of the cloud will le estimated in t h i s  

case from the empirical relationship: 

(2.4.13) 

E is the explosion yield in kg TNT. 
2. Fire. 

For atmospheric stabilities of classes A through D ( unstable and neutral 1, t h e  
cloud uprise above the ground surface [ 15 J is ‘ 

2 

m L6& 
U h =  

(2.4.14) 

cD= 3.710-54, m 

where U is the wind velocity in m/s, x - distance from the source of release, m, and QT - 
heat release rate, 4 / s .  

For stable atmosphere ( E - F classes 1 

where g is the gravitational acceleration, g = 9.81 m/s2, t - absolute ground air 

potential temperature gradient ( difference between the measured and temperature, - - 
absolute temperature gradient 1. 

At 
Az 

3. Release through high smokestacks. 

The maximum hejgbt the release jet reaches for neutral conditions [ 11 -12 J is 

dV # h = 3- + 400- 
2u u3 

= 4.35 I O - ~ Q ~  

where d is the stack outlet diameter, m, V - effluence velocity from stack, m,,’s. 
For stable conditions in windy weather 

(2.4. .16 1 
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stability 

2 1 

Vd ? + 2.(&)' h = 

Pasquill 

and for stable conditions in still situation: 
1 3  - -- 

h =  5.1& * 

I A B c D E F 

(2.4 b 17) 

(2.4.18 1 

I t  is approximately assumed that B = 8.7 10"' for E class , and B = 175 for F 
class. 

The Gaussian turbulent diffusion model has been programed at  VNIIEF together 

with three sets of standard deviations Q and aZ as given in the forms by Smth-Hosker 
mentioned above, F%squilJ-Gifford [2-3 J and Briggs [ 15 1. 

During the contract ac.tivjtJes, the code was added by new capabilities. The model 
inirolved in the code can account for: 

- distribution of N point SOWGCS of release in altitudes with wind veldties specified 
for each; 

- dtstrltution for N point sowces in altitudes, with ground wind velocity (h=2m) 
specified and wind velocity distributed in altitude as required by Pasquill-Gifford model: 

Y 

U(H) = (yg ' U(H = 2) 

where p is the factor related to the atmospheric stabirity class. 
The values of p are given in table 2.4.3. 

Table 2.4.3. Factor p values for l%dsquiIl-Gifford model. 

The code provides for the use of standard deviations a and uz as Y 

Q (XI = QY(X) + r 

where r is the characteristic cloud size a t  the source altitude, t h i s  form allowing for initial 
spaciai smearing of the source. 

Any source of release may include m size fractions differing in their percentage and 
sedimentation velocity W. Thus, the calculation is made. for Nm components each 
additively contributjng to the totaJ concentration and surface pollution. 

R'hile describing the explosion cloud travel, the code can go over from dry to  wet 
precipitation conditions and reversely, and also vaIy the ground wind velocity a t  a certain 
distance from the source of release. 

The mgineerirg model is suitable for release calculations of plutonium and uranium- 
235 aerosols, fissible materials fission products, tritium and various gaseous materials. 

YI . 
Oz,zlfXI = o,(x) + 
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The calculated data are displayed by a terminal, read ilito files and may be read out 

The engineering model in hsquill form has been used in safety studies for Russian 

The final report to be delivered under the Contract will describe the calculations 

in tabulated or graphic form. 

Fissile hfaterials Storage Facility. 

made for Roller Coaster experiments. 

2.5. "Prognosis" technique. 

Statement. of the problem. 

"Prognosis" technique is intended for cafculations of the ground pollution demity for 
industrial and aceddental releases of hazardous materials into the atmosphere. Pollutants 
transport. in t.he atmosphere is described by the semi-empirical turbulent diffusion equation 

K, --vp +QfZ,r,t), & 1 8  -=-[ a 4 trn ] (2.5.1) 

where recurrent indices imply the addition from 1 to 3, xi is the Cadesians, r - particle 
radius, n(%,t)- particles of r - radius concentrated at  the point X at the time t;  Kh(S,t), 
C[%, t j  - turbulent dffusion coefficient and macroscopic ve1ocit.y of particles, respectively; 
Q(x,t) - source of partjcles. The problem is solved in a half space xg 2 0, i.e. where the 
underlying surface (IJS) is regarded as plane x3 = 0. It would be suitable to define the US 
boundary conQtions using a flow of particles j along the axis x3: thereby the boundary 
cctndit.ions will he expressed as: 

j(z,t> = K, -- an vgn, 

hi 

where a - has velocity dimensions and represents the surface absorbtivity. Note, that v3 
value. includes, in addition to the directed particle transprt velocity, the partjcle 
sdmeqtation velocjty in the gravity field w b ) ,  which depends on the particle size. 

- turbulent diffusion tensor K, = 6, ICi is diagonal in the US frame of reference; 

.- velctcity and diffusivity fields, vi(x3,f) and Kbn[xg,t), respectively, are specified and 
independent of the U S  frame of refereace; 
- transport velocities vlVv2 and turbulent diffusion coefficients K, are independent of the 
particle size. 

The technique is based on the following assumptions: 

,Atmospheric transpork descsi pti on. 

Atmospheric boundary layes UBL) model [I J is what we use to  define velocities 
v,(x3,t) and diffusion coefficient K b ( x 3 , f ) .  With this model, the profilers v,(x3,t) and 

K3(xJ,t)  can be reproduced based on the integrated ground data and dimensionless 
ref at  ionships desived from the Obninsk weather mast ot,sen-ations, The technique requires 
that the following quantities should be specified to describe the profile v,(x3,t) and 

Ki  (x,.t): atmospheric stability level, season of the year, surface roughness. tvpical 

velczjty 30 m above the ground, and the location latitude. The profile of v3 velocity 
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component is defined as sedimentation velocity w(r) [2] added to the source ascent 
velocity v,(x, ,t). Generally, horizontal diffusion coefficient can be neither measured 
directly nor calculated by ABL model. The technique uses the approximation equation 
formulated in [3] to determine these values. 

Source characterization. 

The source intensity Q k&ng specified, this should provide a description of the 
spatial and time behavior of the source of release and also particles size distribution ( 
gases and weightless impurities are taken as a particular case where particles have zero 
she 1. The simplest case is point momentary 'release Q = q 6(t)6(x,)5(x2>6(x,- h) . 

The impulse release cloud represents a hot air litass carrying the released particles 
a1ong. Accordingly, the technique assumes that following the release impulse all the source 
particles have the following vertical velocity v, wmponent: 

(2.5.3) 

wbere v0 is the initial ascent velocity and to - typical ascent time of the cloud. @(y) - 
universal function of the variable y = x, / x,, whkh accounts for the velocity field 
existing during the cloud ascent. 

The source may be charac-terised along each axis by one of the foflowinq particle 
distrjbution: 
1. delta-distribution: F ( x )  = S(X - x0), x,:, is the sowce coordinate; 

f X - d  1 -- 2. Ciussian distribution: qx) = ~?e , xo is source coordinate, CT - variance; 
g2xa 

3. uniform distribution over the length [xo - &,x, + A x ] ,  xo - source coordinate, Ax - 
distribution half-width. 

Also, spacial particle distribution can be speclfied in the form such as sphere, 
ellipsoid, ot cylinder. 

The ways the technique can specify the particle size distrjbutions are: 

N 

i-1 
I. Delta-shaped distribution, or a sum of these, f(r) =E @(r -r2); 

b2(:) 

2. Lognormal distributJon f(r) - 
3. Uniform distribution over the length [r,,r2]; 
4. Histogram- based aonsbdard distribution. 

tT, where < and CT are distribution parameters; - ~G 

Underlvinri surface absorption of immrities. 

The absorption factor a in eq. (2.5.2) is an i m p t a n t  characteristic to  describe 
surface and at. the same time many physical and chemical propertks of particles. 
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Generally, it is the following 01 values that are only evident: for absolute reflection and 
absolute absorption surface, a = 0 and a = co, resptiveiy. Of the earliest. a measurements 
for radioactive iodine vapor are those made by Chamberlane [4], where the experimental a 
values are ct,Ol - 0,02 m/s. 

Simulation method 

An effective scheme of Monte-Carlo method has been developed for nunierical 
solution of eq. (2.51) having bour~dary condition of eq. C2.5.2). This scheme is based on 
the integra1 representation of the problem solution IS], which factoriezes the solution as 
related to the coordinates x,, x, . With this factorization, the solution can be calculated 
through modeling the diffusion trajectories one-dimensional in x,(t) coordinate. The 
trajectories x,(t) are modeled by steps At. Prim to the calculation, the region x, 2 0 is 
broken down fnto cells, so that  the coefficients of q. (2.5.1) fnvide t h k  would be 
canstant. l?'hen these coefficients are constant, thereis a possibility to find the 

distribution density far the time the particle initially esc-apes from the cell. This density is 
approximated by simple enough equations and used for At  stepping. The partide position 
a t  the end of any step is determined by the probability of this particle reaching the 
definite cell boundary. Each time the particle gets to  US, all of the pdic le  conditions 
required to  evaluate the pollution density S in time t using Monte-Carlo method are 
stored: 

(2.5.4) 

The calculations of trajec.tories as required are followed by those for pollution 
density S, while the integral representation [SI allows doing this a t  any arbitrary US 
p in t .  Sptial  pollutants concentration is the ground air layer N(x, ,x2 ,t j for the tinre t is 
to  be found usfng the quantity j(x1, x2, 0,  t) and the boundary condition (2.5.2): 

N(x,,x,,t) = jjx,,x,,O,t)/a cex 

Veri fi ca tfon ea 1 cul a ti ons . 
The technique has been verified using problems having analytical solutions. 
Probleni 1. There is a point nionimtary source of wit power at the height H = 1. 

.The velocity components are v,= 0.1 and vu = 0. Diffusion coefficients are IC,, = 
0.0035. The underlying surface has absolute absorption, Le. ct = co. Analytically, this 
problem has the following solution: 

where x, have H dimensions; p1 = d-, d = D/(v,H) = 0.035. Sedimentation 
density for x, = 0 is given in Table 2.51, where Sa indicates the analytical solution, S ~ G  
- Monte-Carlo calculation, and C - its statistical error. 

c 

t 

* 

. 

t 

T 
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Sa XI 
0 I 1.317 10-6 
1 2.782 10-3 
2 I 1.393 10-2 
3 1.981 10-2 

Table 2.5.1. Sedimentation density for Problem 1. 

Srnc c 
9.708 10-7 2.553 10-7 
2.526 10-3 2.337 10-4 
1.405 10-2 4 . ~ 4  10-4 
2.009 10-2 4 . ~ 6 0  10-4 

The further problems have only one of the basic parameters varying and the other 
taken unchanged. 

Roblem 2. The coefficient K, has a discontinuity at the point x, = 1, i.e. K,, = 

0.0035 for x, < 1 and K, = 0.006 far xj 2 1. Analytically, the solution is given as: 

c 4 1 2.029 10-2 2,093 10-2 
5 1.866 10-2 1.890 10-2 I 

IO 9.641 10-3 9.770 10-3 

I 

7 1.441 10-2 1.441 10-2 

20 3.528 10-3 3.490 10-3 

-1  (2k + l)bk XrP, 

S(X,,X,) = (4xH22d(l+a)) ' [I + 2d/p,]eT , 
k-u PS 

4.031 10-4 
3.414 30-4 

1.729 10-4 
2.514 10-4 

7.321 10-5 
50 7.729 10-4 

where g =  v3/v,. The comparison data for H = 0.01 and vj = 0.01 are shown in Table 
2.5.3. 

7.615 10-4 I 2.205 10-5 
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Table 2.5.3. Sedimentation density for Problem 3. 

I XI I Sa I Smc 1 z: 1 

The c.alculations were all carried out in PC-AT environment using a standard 
pseudorandom-number generator. The n u m k  of tmjectories calculated for problems 1 and 
2 is 50.000, and 30@.@00 trajectories have been calculated for problem 3. 

Updating the technique. 
As shown by experienc-e in solving practical problem, diffusion in x, coordinate c.an 

be neglected for sufficiently Iarge partjcfes. Moreover, a randomly selected modeling step 

A t  makes it diffjcult to eyaluate particles concentration n at  points above IJS us@ Monte- 
Carlo method. Given this c.onsiderations, the modeling sc.herne hds the following 
nidifications introduced: 
1. possible neglect of diffusjon in x, coordinate; 
2. possible trajectory modelling by steps At without breakirg the region x: 2 0 into cells. 

chcter j s tks ,  particle size distribution of the release and parkick absorption level of the 
underlying surface. Moreover, it accounts for the cloud (or jet) climbing by formulating 
the law of motion for particles belonging to the source. 

The source time hlstory is defined by the function of release intensity P(t) where P 
has mass dimensions per unit time. There may be one of the following ways to specify the 
form of P(t) function: 

As previously, the niodified technique has the source represented by spatial and t h e  

4 .  impulse source: P(t) = ZM, 8(t - t,), where M, is a release mass in an impulse, 
1 

t,- impulse time; 

3. P(t) as histogram; 
4. F(t) as linear plot; 
5. Exponential sourc-e: P(t) = he-z't-b), where t o  is the SBWW initiation time, l / h  - 

source average life span. 
Within its lifetime which depends on the intensity spectrum, the source conditions 

rnay be t ine  dependent. These time dqmderit source conditions include: the release 
particle size distrilutiou, density, absorltivity by underlying surface, and spacial 
cb-dracteristics. 
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The same way as previously, particle size distribution is defined based on the set of 

standard and user-selected spectki: delta-shaped, uniform, lognormal, and based on a 
histogram or a linear plat. 

The quantities defining the particles absorbtivity by the underlying surface have 
been now included into the source description. The p-se of doing tfiis is to offer the 
user an opportunity to  use a variety of independent or multicomponent (in release 
particles' propehes) sources in a single problem. Now, it  is only the type number of 
absorption layer that c-a be specified on the underlying surface, while a (see. 2.5.2) 
value is taken for the source the release particle has actually escaped from. 

1, release having spacial parameters as specified by the user; 
2. explosion cloud-iike release; 
3. jet-like release. 

By their spacial behaviors, the sources are categorjzed into three groups: 

The prevjous version of the of the technique allowed only the use of the first source 

Consider distributed sources such as jets and explosion clouds. These sources have 
type. 

release part1 des getting into atmospheric flows not just immediately, but being &rapped 
before by directed and turbulent motions of the source gases. To account for these, the 
calculation techniques for jet and explosion cloud dynamics described in Section 2.1 are to 
be used. Based on the source parameters (jet or explosion cloud cases), calculations 
include the trajectory of the cloud center or jet axis, and also typical cloud or cross- 
sectional jet sizes, Average lifetime of the sourc-e particle can be defined by the expression: 

(2.5.5) 1 - w + 4 K  
T R R2' 

where. R is the typical turbulence zone size in the source, K - turbulent diffusion 
coefficient within the source, w - sedimentation velocity. The probability for the particle 
escape from the source by the time t can be given as 

- _ -  - 

Eq. (2.5.6) is used to define the initial time for the particle to  move independent of 
the source. This is also the time the initial pdrtkle coordinates are specifled for, 

The technjque allows one to  consider several isolated or multycomponent ( Jn 
pollutants 1 sources. While the result is linearly dependent on the total released mass and 
additive by sources, the release mass of each S O W G ~  can be normalised to a unity, with 
calculated sedimentation density data stored separately for each source or source group. 
This would make it possible to  vary the release mass without reconsidering the whole of 
the problem as a whole. 

2.6. INM RAS - VNllEF technique. 

2.6.1 Description of the methods. 
With t h i s  procedure [l - 4J, the dynamics of atmospheric flows and turbdent 

diffusion can be descrjbed taking into account complex terrain features, heat- and mass 
transfer in the  near-Earth layer, formation and evolution kinetics for various pollution 
components. 

The atmospheric hydrothermod;ynamics model has been implemented in two versions. 
such as hydrostatic approximation - to  define the general pattern of mesoscaled 
atmospheric flows, and nonhydrmtatic approximation - to  describe the dynamics for 
cloudxg and atmospheric flows with considerable vertical velwities. Atmospheric 
turbulence characteristics are determined using Reynolds' viscous (stress 1 tensor and 
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equation for turbulent energy balance. The Earth's surface temperature is found from 
thermal balance in terms of heat and moisture exchanges in soil. 

Pollutant transports are to be described by solving hydrodynamics equations in 
combination with the turbulent diffusion, condensation kinetics and coagulation equations 
far aerosols, as well as the equations for chemical and photochemical reaction kinetics. 

Tbe numerical model of pollutant kanspart in the atmospheric boundary layer is based 
on the semi-empirical equation of turbulent diffusion. This model is realized jointly with 
hydrodynamical numerical models. Thh is explained by the fact that the process of 
poJlutrint transport in the lower layers of the &nosphere depends essentjally upon the 
stratification, wind velocity, and other characteristics of the ground air layer. Hence, the 
interaction between pollutants and underlying surface is parameterized using the model of 
boundary layer. The characteristic feature of the equation of turbulent diffusion is that, in 
the general case, its coefficients are tensors. If the assumpticm is made that the flow field 
model grid-values depend only on height and the pollutant concentration is of space 
structure, then the second momentum equations can be obtained. As a consequence, the 
diffusion coefficients depend upon the mean characteristics of the atmospheric boundary 
layer: wind shift, stmtification, etc. In so doing, it is vital to  develop numerical schemes 
for the solution of transpw.t and diffusion problems which account for orographical and 
thermal nonuniformities of the underlying surface. 

, 

.. 

In numerical simulation of pollut& transport, some additional requirements are 
hptsed upon finite-difference schemes. One of them is the "monotonicity" condition which 
is necess-ary to provide the nun-negativity of the pollutant concentration values. 

For discrete approximation of the equation of transport, a splitting-up method is used 
which is applied to different physical processes. As a result, three stage numerical scheme 
is obtained for each time step. The stages are as follows: 

1. Pollutant transport over the hjectories, 
2. Turbulent diffusion, 
3. Pollutant local transformations. 
The first stage is the principal in the process of transport and most complicated for 

numerical realization. Our scheme is a modification of the second-order scheme of Van Leer 
which provides both monotonicity and conservation properties. The monotonicity is 
achieved by introduci% a non-linear operator of "monotonization" which holds the order of 
approximation. A t  the second stage, implicit splittjng-up method over variables are used. 
If the uperator includes non-diagonal elements, then an improvement af iteration is 
performed. This numerical model provides new features which allows to perform a coniplex 
approach for thf solution of problems of polfutmt transport in the atmosphere. 

The techniques are intended fur PC applications, and the code language is Fortran- 
77. 

With the range of theoretical and numerical modeis as described above, these 
methods can be applied to a very wide variety of problems dealing with mesoscaled 
pollutants transport in the atmosphere. Applications of these methods in practice require 
specification of meteorological quantity fields at  initial time over some spatial region. The 
further behaviors of these fields are predicted by these techniques up until the times 
specified by the spatial region scale. For L - SOOkm scale reliable prediction time is T-24 
hours. When sources of release are specified, the pollutants propagation and composition 
variation in the atmosphere should be calculated. This procedure both imposes rather 
stringent requirements far the completeness of experimental data, and needs careful 
tentative analysis of the problem as a whole, so that a package of suitable models for 
calculations will be developed. 
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2.6.2 Adaptation of methods and illustrative calculations. 

Modeling local atmospheric phenomena. 
The methods as described in [ l -41 are intended for application to  mesoscale 

transport problems. A part of works on the contract topics, a model of local atmospheric 
phenomena has been developed to  describe uprising behavior of thermal non-uniformities 
(explosion cloud, hot release jet). While there is a substantial medium density change in 
the vicinity of the source, basic equations included an equation of continuity with the term 
+I/&. This model was verified by sdving Froblem 1 for explosion cloud uprise as stated 
in ParzdgaPh 2.2.5. Mesh spce  was h = 5m up to the altitude H = SOm, and for H>Wm 
the vertical space was increased to  IOm. Generally, there is a good agreement with the 
data of paragraph 2.2.5. Thus, for t = 10s the cloud center is at  1Om height. However, 
there are substantial flow velocities observed up to  Mom, and this is what disagrees with 
EGAK calculations. Quite possibly, t h i s  disagreement arises from large space h due to  3D 
character of the method. 

Reconstruction of atmospheric flow fields. and aerosol pollutants. trans-port. 
For the purpose of verifying the accuracy of meteorological quantity field 

calculations, a sea breeze problem was considered. Numerical solution used the observation 
data of 2 Aug. 19S8 described in [SI that were acquired through pilot balloon and aircraft 
sounding. Earth's surface temperature was taken from observation data, while U and V 
behaviors with time were established by interpolating immediate okervations. The time 
09 hours was taken as initial. This is the time when gradual change from land to  sea 
breeze is observed. For times t = 13 h. and t = 17 h., there results a good agreement 
between the calcdated and actual wind, and not only in strength and direction, but also 
in the time for peak velocity occurrence. The calculation has been also made for the 
decrease uf land temperature (cold advection) with sea breeze. 

In addition, the models described were used as a basis for numerical experiments to 
provide microcfimate modeling of quarries having complex-type relief, and studies on the 
quarry airing behaviors as related to different meteorological parameters. To account for 
orography, the following formulae were used to go from Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z)  over 
to generalized coordinates (f ,?, a): 

(2.6.1) 

where €3 and fi represent the upper boundary height in Q and z systems, respectively, 
g(x,y) - function accounting for relief. With a heat source existing on the bottom of the 
quarry, there form a strong upflow resulting from the surface heating, w+hile air going 
down the slopes is observed, and thus a c&culatim develops as rotating torus. For sinlilar 
cases with the thermk rising where the surface is uniform, numerical experiments by Lilli 
[SI and labomtory experiments by Skorer [7 J indicated genwztion of a pair of symmetric 
vortices having horizontal axes. 

The models meant in these methods to describe the variation in aerosol partic.le size 
distribution due to  condensation and coagulation, and aerosol transports in the atmosphere 
are included in 13, 4, 8 J. Also included are the data from Mmtratjve calculations for the 
area of the Lake of Baikal. Thus, far example, for a continuous souree of sulfuric acid 
vapor having intensity I = IDflniol/cm%, there are liquid particies of about lpm size 
formed by condensation near the source; with longer distance from the source they 
decreased in size due to lower vapor concentration and particles evaporation f3,4 J. 
However, coagulation, in turn, would result in the pat-ticles growing with the distance 
from the source 183. 
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F(%) 
Double 
Tracks 

3. ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO CALIBRATE THE 
SOURCE TERM PARAMETERS AND OF THESE PARAMETERS ON THE 
CALCGLATED DiSPERSION AND DEPOSITION OF CONTAMINATION 

1 I s  I20 f so 170 95 99,8 
0,s 3 13,o 44,2 70 200 I 

Clean 0,s 2 10 40 65 134 
Slate-l 

3.1. Particle size distribution in a source of release. 

300 

For the purpose of predicting the ground concentration and fissile materials 
dispersal in the atmosphere resulting from accidents, the data on RM particle size 
distribution are of great importance. The particle size distribution was studied by fields 
experiments (in non-nuclear explosions and fires varying in combustion conditions) and 
laboratory investigations involving uranium and plutonium [ 1 - 41. 

The field experiments Roller Coaster [ 1,2 J provided the data on plutonium dispersal 
from non-nuclear explosions simulating N W  accidents both on the ground and in 
underground storage facilities. The experiments Double Tracks and Clean Slate-l were 
conducted on the open ground, while Clean Slate-2 and Clean Slate-3 experiments were 
performed in soil covered bunkers. Distribution of explosion cloud particles ranging within 
12 tun size was studied using cascade impactors, thus providing the distribution obtained 
in term of equivalent aerodynamic diameter of aerosols having unit density. Distribution 
of particles actually larger than 2 p was studied by autoradiography, microscqy and 
radiochemical analysis. While there was some unknown fraction of larger particles that 
could be analysed by the techniques mentioned, the complete aerosol distribution in size 
was obtained through normalization to radiochemical analysis data for particles measured 
using cascade impactors. The average density of larger particles required for normalization, 
was determined indirectly, assuming #at the volume measured partly contains an oxide, 
its density known, and the rest of it is a material of 2.6 g/cm3 density. The normalization 
prmedure also included regression analysis used to obtain the relationship between the 
particle size and the activity of plutonium fraction ContribuGng to  these particles. The 
mass distribution of particles having larger than 2 p diameter as a function of equivalent 
unit-density diameter was near-lognormal. Further, with specific renormalization procedure 
based on impactor measurements, complete mass distribution of particles in equivalent 
dameter was obtained, which is shown by table 3.1.1 [I J. The aerosol particles 
distribution in the cloud was measured a t  750 m distance from the explosion point, i.e. 
where the largest particles have fallen out and agglomeration ( coagulation ) effects no 
longer existed. 

Table 3.1,l Cumulative plutonium mass (F, %I versus unit-density particles equivalent 
diameter (p). 

c 

. 

The resulting particle distributions are substantially different from lognormal. They 
may be approximately represented as made up of two or three portions having lognormal 
form within 1irnite.d diameter range. Table 3.1.2 gives the parameters of these distributions 
for the expsiments Dauble Tracks and Clean Slate2 [2 J. 
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Parameter Double Clean Slate- 

Average geumetric 9000 38 48 39 41 
diameter (pm) 
Geometric square 90 3.8 1.8 7.8 2.3 
deviation 

Tracks 2 
I Diameter range (pm) 0.1-4 4 -60 60-1 000 0.1-42 42-1000 

Table 3.1.2 Subscale pahcle distributions in the experiments. 

Diameter, tun 1 20 
Mass fraction, X 1 1 

100 1 so 600 I 1000 2000 1 3000 
5 10 50 I 73 95 99 

Table 3.1.3 Particle distribution of the residual PuO, 

Diametes, p 
Mass fradion, “/d 

50 75 200 I 400 750 1 2100 f 3000 
* 10 32 I 50 70 1 95 I 98 3 

The dispersed uranium distributions as measured in a jet at  distances 100 to 10000 
70 - 80% (the m were near lognormal, having the respirable fraction accounting for 
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attempt to obtain dispersed fraction value for Pu was not successful 1. Naturally, for 
farther distances from the fire location the median particle diameter in the samples is 
deme-asing C at distances €2 = 200 m the aerosols have average geometric. diameter d = 4 p 
m, for R = 2000 m d = 1 pm 1. 

How large is the respirable fraction in combustion of RM depends on the 
combustion physics. Table 3.1.5 gives overall material fractions released as respirable 
aerosols for various experimental conditions ( reported by [S,S] 1. The following PU and U 
oxidation and combustion behaviours were studied in [S,S]: I - static oxidation and 
combustion with no dense sample motion observed, 2 - static combustion of melting dense 
samples; 3 - combustion of liquid drops falling from 0.75 m he.&, and 4 - combustion of 
metal drops falling from large height sufficient for thejr complete destruction. 

Table 3.1 .S. RM avesage geometric mass fraction versus combustion conditions. 

Experimental conditions Fraction 
Pu U 

1 7 10-6 1.1 10-4 
2 7 10-6 I - 
3 3.5 10-3 1.9 10-3 
4 0.3 -0.4 0.2-0.6 

Table 3.1.6 shows distributions of aerosol particles obtaaned using cascade impactors 
far Fu static and dynamic combustion [S 1. 

Table %1.6. Particle distributions of h0, measured using cascade impactors for various 
experimental conditions. 

conditions I 
1 1 Diameter 1 0.4 1 1 10 1 35 

Table 3.1.6 shows distributions of aerosol particles obtaaned using cascade impactors 

Table %1.6. Particle distributions of h0, measured using cascade impactors for various 
ditions. 

far Fu static and dynamic combustion [S 1. 

I Fraction 1 99 1 1 
Note, that for dynamic combustjons the aerosol particle distributjons are close, the 

macjor particle fraction being within submicrons. 
Ref. [ 61 summarises the data from field experiments ( PAGE program 1 for explosive 

fracturing of cylindrical uranium samples of a b u t  1 kg mass. The experiments did not 
measure uranium aerosols but did measure particles distribution in the cloud. This was 
near lognormal distribution having average geometric diameter within 0.5 - 2 p i  and wide 
dianieter distribution ( geometric standard deviation is about 5 1. As part of PAGE 
program, the expesinlmts were also conducted to study particle size distribution of 
aerosols prodwed by plutoniun~ drops cambustion [7]. In this case high-dispersiond 
aerosols fomied as constituted by ultra fine size components ( having geometric diameter 
less than 0.1 pm 1. The aerosol spectrum is characterised by active median aerodynamic 
diameter 1 - 2 pn wjth geometric standard deviation a b u t  1.5. 

Some laboratory experiments were made to study the contributjons of gaseous 
medium composition and saniple shapes to aerosol fornlation at high temperature [ 81. Table 
3.1.7 shows experimental data on the contribution of gaseous medium composition to  
fractional Pu transforming to  gas-suspended aerosols. 

c. 

. 
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I Gas composition (volume fractions) Aerosol fractions 
3% H, +AT 5.2 10-4 

Air plus residual 3% H, + At 4.4 10-4 

,4vwsage fur 14 experiments i 2.1 10-4 
3%H,  + A r + S % N  6.6 10-3 

Worst case 4.6 10-3 

H T V H I T 
0 17.5 7 1 0 I 11.45 
50 36.85 12 50 13.85 
i 00 16.2 10 100 t - 

The fmdioa of aerosols produced by heating samples of 1 g mass C such as pellet or 
foil 1 proves significantly larger than for experiments for 10 g samples ( the aerosol 
fraction for the latten accounts for 1.5 10-5 1. The effects of the sample shape in this case 
are insignificant. The aerosols have aerodynamic diameters within 4 - 10 pm. The particle 
sizes of the powder remainder range widely from 4 to 400 p, with the medium di-meter 
being 50 - 350 jm with large statistic spread [8 3. 

3.2. Data on explosion cloud uprise dynamics. 

V 
3 
4 
4 

Comprehensive experimental data on the cloud uprise dynamics from explosion 
resulting from detonation of high explosives, are summarised in [I]. There were 23 
experiments involving effective HE mass ( see paragraph 2.1 ) ranging from 53.5 to 1270 
kg performed on the ground mostly at  nights ( within 2.5 hours after the sunrise 1. 

Cloud top height was measured with artificial backlight during 5 minutes both 
photographically and using theodolites. H.W.Church who analysed the experimental data 
concluded that the height measurements had accuracy from I5 to  20 %. 

Virt.ually all experiments included measurements of the surrouncimg air temperature 
and wind velocity profiles in altitude. I t  should be noted that the data are represented as 
graphs, moreover referring to  times different from test times, thus of course making 
weather data less accurate given the necessity to  interpolate the graphic information. 

Table 3.2.1 gives the data we used in the cloud dynamics calculations. 

Table 3.2.1. Weather data for the experiments ( H - m, T - 'C, V - m/s 1 

1 Test No.1 I Test No.3 I 
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I 200 I 12.65 1 1 1 500 I 6.25 1 8 I 

1 '  

., 

i 

. 

? 
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Table 3.2.2 shows calculated data far cloud dynamics with the initial data as given 
in paragraph 2.1 ( "Cloud" technique 1 and the input weather infurmation taken from 
table 3.2.1. 

Table 3.2.2. Cloud top height (rn) vmus 
Time No. I No.2 I No. 3 

Calculated 1 Test I Calculated 1 Test I Calculated 1 Test 

time 

c 

No. 8 I No. 9 1 No. 3 0 I No. 1 1 I CalGukhd 1 Test I Calculated Test 1 Calculated 1 Test I Calculated 1 Test 
Timel 

1 30 I 212 1 212 1 115 322 I 149 f 152 I 115 I 135 I 



r 

50 

. 60 296 51 6 I65 I 189 1 217 219 167 179 
120 415 450 220 1 193 302 286 232 283 

240 I 530 370 296 - 

298 
ti 450 (451 1 200 (261 1 
t2 547 236 283 t - 

I 180 487 I $62 236 I 189 350 31 9 278 374 

, 300 I 547 580 - I 205 377 324 1 298 - 
- - - - I 

328 (344) 1 260 1 (261) - - - 

Time NO. 16 No. 17 No. 18 i No. I 9  
Calculated Test Calculated 1 Test Calculated Test I Cdculated Test 

30 
60 327 298 31 8 377 166 84 I 167 142 
120 i 453 415 1 423 494 229 76 229 186 

220 242 218 262 112 47 1 113 84 } 
t - - 180 I 518 440 I 4 57 I 520 1 254 

240 I 426 1 - si 0 - - - I - 
300 - 4 12 - - - - 
t I 470 (S23) 400 (523) 215 (261 226 (261 

526 - 460 - 243 - 2% 
1 

* t2 , 
- 

Here, ti is the time when material density in the cloud becomes equal to that of the 
surrounding air; t2 - time when the cloud has its vefoGity changed in direction. 

Note, that tests Nos. 1 through 3 used two techniques to  measure the cloud top 
height. O t h e r s  involved measurements either using photography techniques or tfieodofites 
(two or three pairs ). Tests Nos. 18 though 23 did not measure wind velocity, and tests 
Nos. 22 and 23 had no temperature measurements at  altitudes above 300 m. Brackets are 
used in the table to  indicate the stabilization altitude, which as the author [ 11 suggests, 
should te assumed based on the analysis of the experimental data of table 3.2.2: 
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H,m = 92.5(M,)'=, 
(see paragraph 2.1). According to  H.W.Church, the cloud would become no longer 
buoyant two  minutes after the explosion, through it is not obvious; clearly, the cloud 
should stabilise in stable atmosphere later than in unstable one. This fact has been 
supported by calculations. 

Ref. 121 describes experimental studies of the earlier vortex ring development phase, 
The source term was generated by detonating methan-air mixture in a tank of 10 m 
diameter. Test No.3 had energy output 3 GJ and No.4 - 2.72 GJ. 

Table 3.2.3 gives dimensions of the vortex ring generated t 3 , s  - array of times, 
identical for tests Nos.3 and 4; Rx,m - maximum cloud horizontal radius in both tests; 
h3,m - cloud uprise in test No.3, and h4,m - uprise height in test No.4. 

Table 3.2.3. Cloud dimensions versus altitude. 
0.1 1 . 1  2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1 

13.5 13 15.8 17 18 19.5 22 22.5 23.8 24.5 26 
0 2.79 16.3 24.4 34.9 43.7 51.2 61.6 69.8 79.1 84.9 

0 2.79 16.3 24.4 34.9 41.9 48.8 58.1 65.1 69.8 75.6 

t34 

R3.d 
4 
h.4 

1 

As results from the calculations, the cloud top rises up to  about 81 m height in 10 s. 
Generally, there is a rather good agrement between the calcdated and 

experimental data f1,2]. One can make use ct,f the cloud dynamics calculations to  
characterjse the source in Roller Coaster test. 

3.3 Data of release jet formation. 

1) Ref. f 1 J  uses the horizontal wire heated at  a constant rate as a source of 
buoyancy in air. This problem may be considered plane givm the relation L >> H, where 
L is the thread length, and H - maximum distance from the thread as referred in the 
problem. 

The number Re ( Re = U,,,D/V, with D - characteristic velocity profile width, V 
- kinematic molecular viscosity factor 1 goes as high as 100, the flow behavior being 
laminar; this has been confirmed by comparison with the relevant theoretical solution. 

Ref. f2] analyses experimental data for turbulent gravitational convection from 
p i n t  and line sources of buoyancy. In this case, Re number is significantly higher than 
Rc. What is suggested is that average velocity and buoyancy values be described semi- 
mpirically . 

Unlike [2], ref. (31 also includes measurements of fluctuation values for 
axisymmetric problem with Re = 87 and Froude number F = 1.4. Moreover, average 
profile measurements of the vertjcal velocity component w in [3] have the results 
noticiably different from those given in (21. 

Ref. fa] addresses buoyant turbulent jet problems. It concludes that there exist 
flow conditions, i.e. one for a jet developing at  a short distance from the source, where 
Richardson number R << 1,  and the other related to the constant number R = 0.63. 

The turbulence structure in a buoyant. plane turburent j<t is considered in ref. [SI. 
Refs. 16.71 address basic mechanisms of buoyant pfumes propagating in a steadily 

stratified atmosphere. The observations are shown to be consistent with the predic.tions of 
theory referring mostly to  the highest buoyancy altitude. 
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2) The experimental data of ref. [3] are given by table 3.3.1 through 3.3.5. These 
tables include the following quantities related to q 5 r/z for these different altitudes ( the 
 dl ~UW-LW avcdcrglw, and ” ’ ” designates fluctuation component I: L,- : -J : - -L . - -  ----- -:-- 

- average buoyancy profile: Fl = , where Fo E lo6 crn‘ /s3 is the buoyancy 
Po, 

(%Ig; - average vertical velocity profile W : F2 = W 

- relative rms temperature fluctuations profile: F3 = )/$ 

- rms velocity fluctuations: F4 = w ’  
- -  - 4 2  

- correlation function for temperature and velosity fluctuations: FS = T’ W‘ 9 [TI2 w”] . 
, 

n I 2.4 0 6 4 2  

Table 3.3.1. Avenge buoyancy profile Fi 

TI 1, S00e-01 3.523e-01 
F1 1.951e+00 

e F2 



12 
12 
8 
8 

F3 

ri 1.490e-3 1.490e-1 
F3 1.868e-1 1.934e-I 
rl 1.239e-1 1.23%-I 1.744e-1 
F3 12.459e-I 2.622el I . 4 8 M  

5 

1 

r 

3) The data of ref. [3] given by tables 3.3.1 - 3.3.5 will be used for calibration. 

? 
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3.4 Data on ground and ground air pollutions resulting from accidental and industrial 
releases. 

Experimental data on ground contaminations by plutonium from dummy nuclear 
weapon explosion obtained in Roller Coaster operation are given in [I]. Roller Coaster 
operation was performed since 15 May through June 1963. Two explosions of this series - 
Double Tracks CDT) and Clean Slate I (CS-1) were pexfwmed on an open ground, DT - 
on a &eel plate and CS-1 - on a concrete pad. HE masses used were 53.5 kg in DT and 
46 I .7 kg in CS-1. Plutonium was used as tracer material to  c.cmider how much dispersed 
radioac.t.ive materials fall out on the ground. 

The experiments were conducted early in the morning to have wind direction, air 
turhufence and wind velocity all well predictable. The experimental measurements 
included: 1 - weather conditions, 2 - surfacekir aerosol concentrations, 3 - plutonium fall- 
out demiity on the undes ly i~  surface, 4 - particle size distribution at  different alt.it.udes, 5 
- the explosion cloud shape and activity distribution. 

1 - larger porkion of plutonium mass resulting from the dummy nuclear weapon explosion 
is aerosols, 
2 - the particle size distribution indicates that respirable fractjon ( i.e. the frac$ional 
activity assncjated with particles of less than 10 pn aerodynamic diameter 1 accounts for 
20% for plutonium, and 
3 - respirable fraction has median aerodynamic diameter -5 pm with standard geometric 
deviation about 2.5. 

Experimental data are given below for plutonium fall-out and surfaceair 
concentration for the two Roller Coaster t.est.s mentioned above, together with the weat.her 
conditions at  test times. Data on particle size distribution in the source of release are 
included in paragraph 5.1 above. 

Specifically, if follows from Roller Coaster test results, that 

A. Double Track test. 

The explosion c.loud uprise was observed in the test by filming and reached 220 rn 

The weat.her conditions during t.he test we inc-luded in table 3.4.1. [2]. 
Jtitude [2]. 

Table 3.4.1. Weather conditions for Double Track t.est. 

t Altitude (m> Wind direction Wind velocity 
(m/.s) 

2 350 5.2 

50 . 350 6.4 
100 345 7.0 
200 340 7.8 

20 I 370 5.6 

Fig. 3.4.1 gives surface air cancentrations of aerosols in the trace axis fur various 
distances. Plutonium fall-out demties in the trac.e axis are shown far various distances in 
fjg. 3.4.2. 
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Fjg. 3.4.1 Peak airborne dosage - Double Tracks. 

RANGE (m) 

Fig. 3 ~ 2  Peak deposited dosage - Double Tracks. 

B. Clean Slate 1 test 
b 

The explosion c h d  ckmb altitude was 7 10 meters 12 3. 
The weather conditions of the test are given in table 3.4.2 121. * 



Fig. 
distances. 

2 
25 
50 
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Table 3.4.2. Weather conditions for Clean Slate 1 test. 

55 1.2 
350 2.8 
315 1 5.2 

I Altjtude fm) I Wind direction 1 Wind velodty 1 

3.4.3 gives surface air concentrations of aerosols in the trace axis €or various 

. 
5 

Fig .  3.6.3 Peak airborne dosage - Clean Slate 1. 
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Djstance, m 9.1 35 
Contamination 847 139 

pG/m2 

Plutonium fail-out densities in the trace axis are shown for various distances in fig. 
3.4.4. 

92 . 210 521 649 1 914 1 3200 
18 i .4 1 0.14 0.02 1 O.GO14 

I 

P 
E 

3 

--- 

Fig .  3.4.4 Peak deposited dosage - Clean Slate 1. 

i 
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Contamination SO00 4000 1000 
pG/'m2 

150 35 80 116 120 
Djstame, rn. I 9.1 

There are rather well detailed experimental data on the atmosphere and surface air 
pllutjons by industrial releases descsihed in ref. [4 1, that  includes the monitoring data for 
area around Navajo thermal power station whieh is a coal-burning facjlity. This power 
station is located at  the bottom of a canyon near Page, Arizona. Within about 10 km 
distance south-east of the station and about 20 km in other directions there is a flat 
underlying surface. 

The power station includes three power units with the rate W = 750 MW each. It 
has a smoke stack of 240 m height, 6.2 rn diameter, with gas effluence at. 30 m/s, and gas 
temperature -160°C. Measurements were conducted during the period from 1 Oct 3974 to 
17 Fet 1975. The surface-air concentrations of SO2 were measured by 26 measurement 
stations located in the area surrounding the site. Additionally, SO2 concentration was 
measured for a smoke plume during the. airplane flight. In most cases, the smoke uprising 
height was 400 or SO0 meters. 

Totally, there were 204 non-zero measurements m w  80 days. Far each 
measurement, ref. [4]  indicates the rate of a source of release Q, the heighest SO2 surface- 
air concentrations at  measuring locations, the day's maximum SO2 concentrations averaged 
over thee-hours' observations, wind velocity at  612 m altitude a d  the quantity x,Q, 
where x = Qfxu~s ,~s~ is the short-term meteorological dilution factor, Q - rate of the 
source of release, averaged over thee-hours' observation. 

For the purposes of this project, more important are three series of measurements 
showing high concentrations for stations 105, 106, 107 and 119 located near Vermilion 
Cliffs < -20 h west of the power station, at  the canyon end 1 and the three series for 
station 130 located near Leche-e-Rock < -8 km south-east of the facility, up on a hill 1. 
High-concentration measurements were done for Vermilion Cliffs on 16 Oct 1974, 24 Nov 
1974 and 2 Dec 1974, and for Leche-e-Rock - on 10 Dec 1974, 5 Jan 1974 and 25 Jan 
1975. For this series of measurements, ref. [4] describes detajled data on wind direction 
and velocity at 612 m altitude, temperature profile in altitude and smoke plume 
characteristics, and surface-air SO, conceptration, and also the plume concentrations 
obtained by airborne measurements. On the abovementioned dates, there was either 
isothermal layer or temperature inversion existing in the atmosphere, thereby impeding 
SO2 dilution there. Thus, according to  airborne measurements on 16 Oct 1974, SO2 
comentration in the smoke plume was 917 pg/m3 at  10 km from the power station, 996 p 
g/m3 and 891 pg/m3 at 20 lun distance ( in t h e  station 10s area 1. Then, the rate of the 
source of SO2 release was about 2000 kg/hour. 

Under the task order, the data from the above measurements will be used to  
calibrate the calculations of the source of jet reJease forming above flat surface, and also 
to proof-test the IMN RAS IWIEF techniques as applied to the calculations of pollutants 
build-up in st.agnant areas ( measuring stations of Verrnilion Cliffs were located at  the 
canyon end 1. 

18.3 46 91 138 1 220 366 550 1 

Distance, rn. 732 . 914 1300 1280 1370 1830 2000 
Contamination I 16 I00 70 30 9 2 1 

i P G / d  
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Appendix B to ref. [SI describes numerical simulation data for releases of tracer gas 
SF6 in two expriments ( by day and by night 1 at Tooele location 60 km south-west of 
Salt-Lake City, Utah. There is a section in ref. [SJ which includes the description of this 
experiment. Far each experiment, the traces was released into the atmosphere near the 
ground at the rate 50 g/s during I hour. 

For night experiments ( 3 Aug 1987 1, comparatively high concentrations 700-9000 
ppt were measured during 7 hours. In daytime ( 7 Aug 1987 1 SFe concentrat.ion was 
measured at 80-350 ppt during 3 hours. 

The experimental data and numerical simulation results described in [5] offer 
valuable information for testing the calculation techniques for atmospheric flows over 
c.mplex-terrains and pollutants transport. 

b 

t 

, 

t 

, 
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